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PREFACE
"when everything around us was a mystery to be revealed"
(Primo Levi, 1984)
On March 24, 1988, the second symposium on the theme of thinking and
critical thinking was held at the University of Southem Maine. Both the first
symposium and the second offered sessions on the theme of "What Socrates
Began-An Examination of the Intellect," and were made possible by funds
provided by the Walter E. Russell Endowed Chair in Philosophy and Edu-
cation. While the first symposiurn had a theoretical thrust, the purpose of
the second one was to present the views of practitioners.
A number of the papers that were presented at the second symposium are
included in this monograph. The sessions were stimulating and lively and
brought to mind the following quotation by Primo Levi (1984, p. 23): "'We
would dredge the bowels of the mystery with our strength, our talent: we
would grab Proteus by the throat, cut short his inconclusive metamorphoses
from Plato to Augustine, from Augustine to Thomas, from Thomas to
Hegel, from Hegel to Croce."
Walter E. Russell, the second principal of the Gorham Normal School
(which has since become the University of Southem Maine), had a deep
impact on the development of the Gorham Normal School and on education
in Maine and New England. I am grateful to Walter E. Russell's family, Mr
and Mrs. Irving Vaughan, and Mrs. Fritzi Russell for their encouragement.
A number of individuals have been extremely helpful during the past two
years. I am indebted to Dorothy Moore, dean of the College of Education,
for her continuing encouragement and support. Franklin Talbot, the head
reference librarian on the Gorham Campus, has provided invaluable
assistance and he has my deep thanks. I am also grateful to Alyce O'Brien,
Mary Schools, and Frances Langford for organizing the symposia. Julie
Cameron and her staff have provided meticulous attention to the publication
of both of the monographs. I deeply apreciate the fine contributions by all of
the individuals who presented at both of the symposia. Finally, Les and Seth
have provided encouragement, understanding, and the much needed touch
of humor.
Libby G. Cohen
Walter E. Russell Professor of
Philosophy and Education
vl
DEDICATION
To the memory of Vy'alter E. Russell and the Russell Family
AHAH! ABOUT TIYPOTMSES AND I{YPOTIIESIZING!
I-OOT TO TIIE END FOR TFIE BEGINNING
Libby G. Cohen
First Problem: Three professors, Merle White of the mathematics department,
Leslie Black of the púilosophy department, and Jean Brown of the College of
Education were havìng lunôh together. The woman said, "Isn't it amazing that
our last names are Blaik, Brown, and White and that one of us has black hair,
one has brown hair, and one has white." "Yes," said the person with black hair,
"and not one of us has hair that matches his or her name"'
"You're right!" exclaimed Professor White.
If the woman's hair is notbrown, whatcoloris ProfessorBlack's hair (Gardner,
1966)?
Second Problem: One plane flies in a straight line from Portland to Hartford,
and then back again. It travels at the same speed and there is no wind. will the
travel time for the same round trip be same, less than or greater than if, a
constant wind blows from Portland to Hartford (Gardner, 1966)?
Before I continue I had better provide the answers to these problems or you will
be thinking about them during the rest ofthis lecture. The suggestion, in the first
problem, iírat Jean Brown is ã woman leads to an error. The person with black
irair responded to her opening remark. Therefore, Jean Blown's hair is not
black. Éer hair is not brown, either, because it would be the same as her name.
Thus, her hair must be white. Professor Black's hair is brown and Professor
white's hair is black black. For the second problem, since the wind increases
the speed ofthe plane from Portland to Hartford and decreases it on the return,
it is iempting to reply that the travel time will remain the same. But, the total
travel time, ltr"n ttté speed and direction of the wind are constant, is always
greater than if there weie no wind at all. Therefore, the total travel time will be
greater than if there were no wind at all'
What is problem solving? For the large majority of us problem solving takes
pto." onäOuilybasis. Chli andGlaser(1985) wrotethat" aproblem is asituation
in which you át" trying to reach some goal, and must find a means for getting
there" (p.i29). Creðno1tgZ7) has defined aproblem as an "initial situation and
a goal,'and á restricted set of operators that can be used to transform the
siiuation" (p. a3). problem solving is the process of moving from that initial
situation to a goal (Greeno, 1977)'
2Various kinds of problems, as well as approaches to problem solving have been
studied. Some researchers have examined problem solving in laboratory
situations in which individuals have been asked to solve formal problems.
Other researchers have focused on problems that occur in classroom situations
and problems that are encountered in our daily lives, such as writing a term
paper, paying bills, avoiding traffic problems finding a parking spot at USM,
motivating my child to do well in school, and solving physics problems
(Kaheny, 1986).
In a conversation with Mr. Watson, Sherlock Holmes described the process of
problem solving:
...it is not really difficult to construct a series of inferences, each
dependent upon its predecessor and each simple in itself. If, after
doing so, one simply knocks out all the central inferences and
presents one's audience with the starting point and the conclusion,
one may produce a startling, though possibly meretricious effect
(Holmes, S., 1930, p. 5l l).
One approach individuals use to solve problems is by making "educated
guesses" about their solutions (Borg, 1983). By gathering information and
weighing it, we search for alternate solutions. Chi and Glaser (1985) have
called this process "generate-and-test" and they wrote that:
Particularly relevant examples of the generate-and-test strategy are scientific
research and medical diagnosis. In research, an investigator will generate a
hypothesis to explain some observed phenomena (the behavior of humans
solving problems, for instance) and then devise experiments to test it. In
medicine, physicians typically make a tentative diagnosis (or hypothesis)
based on a partial description of the intial state (the patient's symptoms), and
then order various examinations and laboratory tests to confirm or disconfirm
the diagnosis (p. 238).
A hypothesis can be a beginning of our search for knowledge about the world.
It is the premise of an argument that can be tested and elaborated into a theory.
ln The Meno, Plato described the use of hypotheses as a method of solving
problems. For Plato, once a hypothesis has been identified and analyzed, its
consequences can be readily deduced (Ros e, 1961). T he I nternational Encyc lo -
pedia of Education deftnes hypotheses as "informed propositions or specula-
tions about values of t',vo or more variables that may be observed concomi-
tantly" (Finn and Dulberg, 1984,p.2373).Kerlinger has said that hypotheses
are "conjectural statements of therelations among variables" (Kerlinger,1969,
p. tt29).
JWhy are hypotheses important? There are several reasons why they should 
be
considered.First,theyarethemeansbywhichtheoriescanbetested'Theycan
U" J"àu".¿ from a theory and 
'"pt"'"nt testable 
propositions about a,theory'
Ñ"^r, U".uur" hypotheses can beìested, they can be shown to be probably true
;;;ñ;tìt f"tsa ,ttttrougtr hvpotheses can nev€r be accepted or disproved'
irröã." ã.íi"t".meaiury tii*ãËn r"r.u..h questions and observarions. Third,
hvnotheses can be tested independent of thé researcher's personal values and
;åit;i;. ñ;t f"rmit the reseaicher a wav of getting a more objective.perspec-
,i""ï"',fr" p.oUt"- unao rtuày. Finally,hypãtheses guide the direction of the
research. They present rttá uutiu¡f"t tä ¡éìtu¿ie¿' provide guidance. on the
direction of the research and the outcomes' and may also direct.the data
collection and data unuryrit f.o"edures (Kerlinger, 1969)' Hypothesis testing
ããn il compared *itn tí,e Anglo-Saxon system of trial by jury in which the
researchers are ttre prosecutors]the data coliection is the trial procedure, and the
i"tuttg 
"iitt"ttypothesis 
is the áeliberationof the jury (KraemerandThiemann'
1987).
Thegenerationanduseofhypotheseshasbeendescribedbynumerousauthors.
Konrad Lorenz *ur"¿,".1ü'lJ a good morning exercise for a research scientist
to discard a pet hypothe;;;";y day beforõ.breakfast' It keeps him young"
iil;;;;,;- ul. pii-o i"ui 
"^toit"¿"'tt]"t" is nothing more 
vivifving than a
i,lp"ì¡.ris (Levi. lgga. f . 761. James warson. in rhe book The Doublc Helix.
in which he described ìfït f"uttitft race to discover the structure ol DNA'
lamented that,.The ,"ur f.oui",n was the absence of any structural hypothesis
which would ailo* tt 
"r,iiã 
pu"[ rrr" bases regularly in the inside of the helix"
(Watson, 1968, p. 169)' V/ailace Stevens wrote: "licomes to this that philoso-
òn*t ipl"tuíuity ttt" pt'iiotoptt"^.of science) make not discoveries' 
but
tïp"rftËt"t that may be called poetic" (Stevens' 1957 'p' 196)'
Hypotheses are crucial to intellectual inquiry' The generation-andtesting 
of
hypotheses are very. pÑerful intellectuàl tools (Kerlinger' 1969)' Several
researchers have wntten that, "In the absence of hypotheses to guide data
;;ii;;t and analysis, the findings that emerge may not be among the more
meaningful that the ,toày tun p'oiidt' and themost importantvariables may
not be given the extra uttÉnilãn'tr-,.y deserve. complex relationshþs involving
several variables .uy l" overlooked in the attempt to s-eek out those that are
äpp-"*"i;ter* A oíru"tg, 1984, p' 2374)'lnempirical research' hypotheses
are essential ano u." 
"Àpù-y; ro guio. tt.re methods that 
are used to investigate
a problem'
Galileo, in the 17th century, hypothesized that in the absence of friction'
;;y1hi"c would fall at the samé ipeed' D-avid Scott' an Apollo 15 astronount'
tested this hypothesis on the moon in 197 I ' when he dropped a feather 
and a
hammer at the same tim". it]er" fell slowly to the moon's surface and landed
simultaneously.Scott ,"rnu.L"¿, 
..How abóut thatl Mr. Galileo was correct"
4(Wilford, 1987, p. C3). By rhe way, I undersrand rhar orher hypotheses have
been offered to explain this phenomenon.
Kerlinger (1969) has written that hypotheses are tentative statements that
describe the relationship of one or mòre variables to one or more different
variables. we can say that a is related to b, or if we know under what conditions
a is related to b, we can also say a is related to c, d, and e. In a research study,
there may be several a's and several b's (Kerlinger, r969).For example, the
hypothesis that reachers' perceptions of their stuãents shape the 
"*p"éãtion.that teachers have about the students has been widely investigateå. òn first
hearing this hypothesis, it sounds plausible and simple. But, in rãality there are
many complex variables interacting here rather thán just the two vãriables of
teachers' expectations and.teachers' perceptions. other variables that may
influence teachers' expectations oftheir pupiìs include the pupil chara"te¡rtic,
ofgender, race, ethnic background, persônál appearan"", undì"rt p".fornance.
There are also environmental variables such ãi ftacking, studenis' behaviors,
school expectations, and parental characteristics.
It is well known that every hypothesis must have at least one independent
variable (the variable manipulated by the researcher) and one deiendent
variable (the variable that changes because of the effect of the independent
variable on it). In reality, research is not that simple. There are usualli one or
more independent variables and several dependent variables, not to mention
extraneous variables that are operating within a research study. To test onehypothesis at a time may nor be very productive. platt (1964) änd Kerlinger(1969) have suggesred that alternative òr multiple hypotheses íhoul¿ be tested
simultaneously.
The process involves devising altemative hypotheses, pranning and conduct-
ing one or more research studies, andJhen recycling the proceãures, creating
altemative hypotheses along.the way. These steþs can b" 
"õ-pu."d to climbinga tree' "At the first fork, we choose----or, in this óase, 'nature, òr the experimen-
tal outcome chooses- ro go to the right branch or the left; at the nexi fork, togo left or right; and so on" (platr, 1964, p.347).
In empirical research, the ¡ull form of the hypothesis is usually used. For
statistical purposes, researchers must first establish a false hypothesis ãnã,r,"n
attempt to reject it through the sratistical testing ofthe data. Ifihe data contradicr
the null hypothesis, then.it can be rejected.-when the data support the nullhypothesis, it can be retained.
Some ¡esearchers, strongly believe that the only way to test hypotheses is
through the use of empirical methods and that hypotheses .un oniy be tested
after they have been advanced. It has been ,ugg"itèa that the empirí.r t"rting
of hypotheses always follow specific steps: -*From a new idea, put up tenta-
5tively, and not yet justified in any way-an anticipation, a hypothesis, a
theoretical system, or what you will---+onclusions are drawn by means of
logical deduction. These conclusions are then compared with one another and
with other relevant statements, so as to find what logical relations (such as
equivalence, derivability, compatibility, or incompatibility) exist between
them" (Popper, 1961, p.32).
Where do hypotheses come from?
Where do hypotheses come from? One source is observation. Sherlock Holmes
was a keen observer who demonstrated his powers of observation when he
explained to Watson how he had concluded that Watson had decided not to
invest in South African securities:
l. You had chalk between your left finger and thumb when you
returned from the club last night.2. You put chalk there when you
play billiards, to steady the cue. 3. You never play billiards except
with Thurston.4. You told me, four weeks ago, that Thurston had
an option on some South African property which would expire in
a month, and which he desired you to share with him. 5. Your check
book is locked in my drawer, and you have not asked for the key.
6. You do not propose to invest your money in this manner"
(Holmes, 1930, p. 511).
In "The Adventure of the Dancing Men," Sherlock Holmes is on the trail of a
murderer. Beginning with the hypothesis that the window in the study had been
open when the murder took place, the following conversation occured between
the doctor, the local police detective, Inspector Martin, and Sherlock Holmes:
"You remember, Inspector Martin, when the servants said that on
leaving their room they were at once conscious of a smell of
powder, I remarked that the point was an extremely important
one?"
"Yes, sir; but I confess I did not quite follow you."
It suggested that at the time of the firing, the window as well as the
door of the room had been open. Otherwise the fumes of powder
could not have been blown so rapidly through the house. A draught
in the room was necessary for that. Both door and window were
only open for a very short time, however."
6"How do you prove that?"
"Because the candle was not guttered" (Doyle, 1930, p. 520).
In this example, Holmes used his powers of observation to test his hypothesis
and to conclude that the murderer had been outside the window. By Plato! He
was correct!
Hypotheses can also be derived from empirical data. For example, an analysis
of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores of high school students has led to
the hypothesis that an increase in the number of science courses that students
take in high school will lead to an increase in the verbal scores ofthese students
on the SAT.
Third, hypotheses can be derived from "a carefully formulated model that
attempts to explain a class of outcomes (Finn & Dulberg, 1984, p. 2374).
Sherlock Holmes, still on the track of the murderer, hypothesized that the
murder was an American criminal and use empiricai data to prove this:
I had every reason to suppose that this (man) was an American,
since (his name) is an American contraction, and since a letterfrom
America had been the starting point of all the trouble. I had also
every cause to think there was some criminal secret in the matter.
The lady's allusions to her post, and her refusal to take her husband
into her confidence, both pointed in that direction. I therefore
cabled to my friend Wilson Hargreave, of the New York Police
Bureau, who has more than once made us of my knowledge of
London crime. I asked him whether the name of Abe Slaney was
known to him. Here is his reply: "The most dangerous crook in
Chicago" (Doyle, 1930, p. 523).
Sherlock Holmes realized that the identity of the murderer could be discovered
if certain messages could be deciphered. Beginning with the hypothesis that the
dancing men represented letters, Sherlock Holmes did indeed identify the
murderer. Using the dancing men below as a code, Sherlock Holmes trapped
the murderer. Can you figure out the identity of the murderer? I will provide you
with the solution at the end of this lecture.
x{rx Y{xh{råxdx{
(Doyle, 1930, pp. 512,516)
Xåry-YT{FX*{TtrX
xÀ'xxxx.xT#ð'T.
1Prejudice about the NulI Hypothesis
When hypotheses are tested empiricially, the null, or no difference' hypothesis
is frequently used. A fundamental assumption of hypothesis testing is that the
researcher's hypothesis is false (Finn & Dulberg, 1984). Greenwald ( 1975) has
lamented the state of the "lowly null hypothesis" (p.l). An examination of
published research studies has revealed than many major journals contain a
majority of studies in which the null hypothesis is rejected. Few studies are
published in which the null hypothesis has been retained. In addition, research-
èrs may be reluctant to write up their studies, submit them for publication, and
replicate them if the null hypothesis is not rejected (Greenwald' 1975)'
Rosenthal and Gaito (cited by Johnson-Laird & Wason, 1977) and Greenwald
(1975) have shown that researchers hold the following misconceptions about
hypothesis testing: l) only when the null hypothesis is rejected, can any
conclusions be drawn about the relationship of the variables; 2) little is gained
when two variables are found to be unrelated; 3) the obtaining of statistically
significant results assures that the study was done properly; 4) if the null
hypothesis is not rejected, the researchers were incompetent; and 5) the
misinterpretation of the probability level as a measure of confidence rather than
an a priori decision.
Rosenthal (1963) suggested that there is another reason for our prejudice
against the null hypothesis. Researchers hold expectations for the outcomes of
their research studies. In a summary of five studies of experimenter bias,
Rosenthal documented that researchers can bias the outcome of their studies
based on their expectations ofthese outcomes.
I nductive or Deductiv e?
The traditional view (Johnson-Laird & Wason, 1977) is that a hypothesis
begins with inductive thought. Since hypotheses are based on observation, a
connection between the observations can lead to a hypothesis. For instance, to
notice that although the night sky is populated with stars, but that it is dark at
night could lead to several hypotheses such as the following: there is no
reiationship between the number of stars and the amount of darkness at night;
the sky is dark because we see the darkness between and beyond the stars; the
sky is dark because the universe is enclosed and when we look beyond the stars
we see walls (Ferris, 1987). Edgar Allan Poe hypothesized, "Let me declare,
only, that as an individual I myself feel impelled to thefancy without daring to
call it more-that there does exist a limitless succession of Universes more or
less similarto thatof which we havecognizance" and that"Space and Duration
ar e one" (P oe, 1 848, cited by Harrison ( I 987), p' I 50). Of course, none of these
8hypotheses is the correct one, although Poe was partially correct. Although we
see a great deal ofdarkness, "the big bang covers the sky, filling the universe
throughout space and time with its afterglow" (Harrison, 1987, p.205).
One form of inductive reasoning is trial and error learning. Research psycholo-
gists have shown that even the earliest attempts by rats to learn a maze Ne
haphazard and Johnson-Laird (1977, p.260) wrote that it was one such
researcher who exclaimed "Hypotheses in rats!"
Marc Kac, the noted mathematician, wrote about the use of the inductive
method in his autobiography Enigmas of Chance:
Throughout my life I have had a number of bouts with the virus of
obsession and a number of the problems causing the infection
tumed out to be.of some significance in mathematics and science,
but at no time after the summer of 1930 have I worked as hard or
as feverishly. I rose early and, hardly taking time out for meals, I
spent the day filling reams of paper with formulas before I
collapsed into bed late at night. Conversation with me was useless
since I replied only in monosyllabic grunts. I stopped seeing
friends; I even gave up dating. Devoid of a strategy, I struck out in
random directions, often repeating futile attempts and wedging
myself into blind alleys (p. 3).
Both Hume and Popper (Johnson-Laird & Wason, 1977),amongothers, reject
the inductive method as a source of hypotheses. Hume wrote that only 'habit'
and 'custom' (cited by Johnson-Laird & Wason, 1977) justify the use of
induction. The use of induction may be viewed as questionable because it
combines the formulation of the hypothesis with the testing of it (Johnson-
Laird & Wason, 1977). At the same time as the hypothesis is formulated, it is
submitted for proof. The hypothetico-deductive method, however, provides a
clear separation between the derivation of the hypothesis and its test. Karl
Popper strongly opposed the use ofinduction and he has argued that to draw a
universal conclusion from a particular statement will always tum out to be
false. Popper has written, "Thus to ask whether there are natural laws known
to be true appears to be only another way of asking whether inductive
inferences are logically justified" (Popþer, 1961,p.28).
Physicians frequently employ the use of hypotheses early on when making
clinical decisions (Elstein, Shulman & Sprafka, 1978). They collect informa-
tion about the case in several different ways including observation, prior expe-
riences and knowledge, discussions with the patient, and consultation with
other medical personnel. Observations of physicians working has illumined
this process and have shown that beginning with the initial problem of "What
is the matter with the patient?"
9...hypotheses are continually advanced' tested, modified' ruled
out, ãr presumptively confirmed. Physicians apparently collect
medicalcase daìa as much for the purposes of generating hypothe-
ses and aggregating evidence in their favor as for the sake of
building u*ãutã ¡ur" from which hypotheses are later generated.
Cues aõ regularly reorganized and actively used by physicians at
theearlieststagesofadiagnosticinterview(Elstein'Shulman'
Sprafka, 1978, P' 252).
Elstein, shulman, and Sprafka (1978) describe an experimental study.in which
medical students were taught five methods of solving problems that were
designed to help the studenis generate and test hypotheses. The- students were
askeä to reach ã diagnosis wñen presented with information about a patient.
one halfofthe students were taught how to generate and test hypotheses; the
otherhalf used idiosyncraticmethóds to arrive at adiagnosis. An a¡alysis of the
data indicated, that although both the experimental and control groups per-
formed similarly, there wãs a trend for the group that was taught how to
generate hypothêses to arrive at a more accurate diagnosis than the group that
las left touse random methods of problem solving'
In an analysis of the use hypotheses, Elstein' Shulman, and Sprafka (1978)
found thaiphysicians generate altemate hypotheses by accessing long-term
-"rnory by associating a limited number of cues to information that is storedi;;"...y. Alternate ñypotheses are generated early in the process of making
u Oiugnori. by associati-on with one or more sets of cues. Progressive reformu-
latioñs of the hypothesis may take place' The number of hypotheses.that are
!"n"rut"a .""'nr^to be unrelated to ihe prior knowledge of the.physician. The
ãumber of alternate hypotheses that can be evaluated at one time range from
four to five, with an upperlimit of six or seven' Thus, the number of hypotheses
that can be generateà may be limited by the long-terrn memory and to the
information processing capacities of the physician'
Although most mathematical games, from chess to tick tack toe, use deductive
."uroni-ng, there are some th; require inductive reasoning (Gardner' 196l).
For exariple, the game Battleship, the word game, Jotto, and the children's
gá*"..Coing on a trip" in which one child invents a rule for deciding which
ób.¡""tt can be taken on a trip require reasoning'
I have strongly argued that hypotheses are powerful intellectual tools' But it can
be reasoneã thai proposed ìtreories of deductive reasoning can result in
irrational thinking. Although a conclusion may be valid, the thought processes
used ro arrive ai that coñclusion may be illogical (Johnson-Laird' 1982)'
Johnson-Laird ( 1982) has pointed out that observations of the way some people
think and act support thesã theories. "Indeed, if you are of a Romantic cast of
10
mind, you might revel in irrationality like walt whitman, who delighted in his
capacity for self-contradiction, or you might fear rationality like Tolstoy who
wrote if human life were ever controlled by reason, then all possibiiity of
spontaneity would be annihilated" (Johnson-Laird, 1982, p. 2).
The use ofhypotheses can lead to inaccurate conclusions. Here is an example.
Aftertrainingafleatojumpon an auditory signal, aresearcherremovedthefirst
pair of legs to see what the effect was. Noting that the flea was still able to jump,
the researcher removed the next pair of legs. Noticing no difference in thejumping behavior of the flea, the investigator removed the final two legs and
observed that the flea no longerjumped. The researcher concluded that tñe flea
will no longer be able to hear when all the legs have been removed (Huck &
Sandler, I 979). In this anecdote, the researcher reasoned that the removal ofthe
flea's legs affected the ability to hear. obviously, there is another explana-
tion-a rival hypothesis-to explain the behavior of the flea. In our search for
knowledge, hypotheses are one way of knowing.
Before I end I want to provide the solution to the sherlock Holmes mystery. By
decoding the symbols on your program, the message left by the murdereiwas:
ELSIE PREPARE TO MEET THY GOD
AM HERE ABE SLANEY
of course, once Sherlock Holmes decoded the message, the murderer was
brought to justice and Sherlock Holmes was ready to solve his next case.
I want to end with a quotation by Primo Levi (1984), who described how
exhilarated he felt when he realized that his hypothesis had guided him to the
correct solution to a chemistry problem:
I was thinking of having opened a door with a key, and of
possessing the key to many doors, perhaps to all of them. I was
thinking of having thought of something that nobody else had yet
thought, noteven in Canada orNew Caledonia, and I felt invincible
and untouchable...(p.7 7 ).
AHAH!
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PROMOTING THINKING AND LEARNING IN THE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Dianne D. Todd
*See, 
see. Go, Sally, go. Go, go, go. See Baby Sally go. Oh, Mother
See Mother go. See Dick go. Oh, Dick. Oh, óh, Oh. See Dick and Jane.
Go, Baby Sally. See Jane go. See Baby Sally. Go, Dick, go. Oh, oh, oh.,,
The preceding passage is from we come and Go, a pre-primer of the revised
Elson-Gray Basic readers..It was copyrighted in t940 and is typical of early
primary instructional reading material developed in the 1930s, 40s and 50s.
Boasting of genuine story_plots, interpretative pictures, and small vocabulary
of highly useful words (Gray, Baruch, and Monrgomery, 1940) publishers
responded to the demands of educators across America. Millions of books,
'replete with genuine story plots" (Gray et al., 1940),were the first readers of
a least two generations. Accompanying texts were workbooks such as the TheThink and Do Book. Publishers claimed the workbooks provided further
development of word meanings, word forms, and practice in ràcognition (Gray
et al., 1940).
Research during thar period (30s-50s) suggested insights in preparing childrento learn to read and assisting children who were 
"*p".ì"nèing ãifficultylearning to read. Studies developed in the 1940's implied titratpercep"tion, moror
functions, and cognition, form a developmental hièrarchy. liinoeigarten ctrlt-
dren were taught to hop and skip, cut with scissors, name colors, ãnd tell the
difference between circles and squares. In some classrooms, ,"uáing instruc-
tion was delayed for those youngsters who were unable to master soñre motor
skills' It was not uncommon in the 60's for reading specialists, trained in the
underlying abilities orientation, to lead reluctant readèrs from their desks out
onto the pla-yground to practice walking on a balance beam. The long term to
objective of this activity was to increase reading ability.
A behavior approach to reading was developed in the late r950s and early 60s.
Behaviorism is based on animal psychology lReid and Hresko, l9g l). Accord-
ing to this orientation, insrrucrion begins with small bits of informatión thought
to be the easiest. As mastered, other easy bits are introduced, then more difficult
ones (Reid and Hresko, 198 1). The deveropment of scope and sequence charts
to address subskills of more complex skillJis characteristic of this model. Also
characteristic of a behavioral approach to literacy instruction is the study and
teaching of hard and isolated phonics. That is, breaking words into discrete
sounds' aligning sounds to specific letters, and repetitivJpractice memorizing
phonic rules that worked some of the time. A iypical instructional readin!
passage of the behavior model:
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The cat can see the rat
The rat can see the cat
The rat sat on a mat
The cat sat on a mat
The cat and rat sat on a mat
Complementing controlled reading passages, worksheets and workbooks
offered phonic drill to reinforce perceived subskills. Ttrinking required to
complete tasks is supeIficial and not conducive to developing thinking abilities.
The effects of this orientation are still alive. The average primary and middle
grade youngster brings home an average of 1000 worksheet and workbook
pages a year. There is no correlation between most worksheet and workbook
pages and reading improvement.
Comprehension of what was read was, according to both the underlying
abilities and behavior models, perceived to be limited to the surface, or literal
level formost elementary students. Piaget's concrete-operations stage suggests
that children I fo 11 years old rarely interpret language beyond the literal
thinking level (Cullinan, 1981). Bloom's taxonomy, developed in 1956,
suggests comprehension (thinking), is hierarchial. That is, the literal data
within a text has to be understood before one can think at a higher level.
After approximately sixty years of literacy instruction based on an underlying
abilities and/or behavior approach, less than \07o of the American âdult
population read books or go to the libraries. Sixty million Americans are total,
functional, or marginal illiterates (Kozol, 1987).
Why? Goodlad suggests that part of our failure in being effective is that those
who still base practice in the past confidently set the norms for educating those
who live in the future (Goodlad, 1983).
What, then, needs to occur so that young children can become literate thinkers?
Adopting a description of human intellectual functioning can help educators
recognize and develop teaching methodologies, curriculum, and leaming
experiences that go beyond superficial learning (Cosra, 1986). This thought
suggests that teachers seize opportunities to develop and practice discerning,
literate, thinking themselves. Keeping abreast with evolving research, address-
ing learning theory, thinking development, and literacy acquisition, provides
a rich knowledge base.
A review of the current literature indicates that contemporary psychologists
suggest an additional stage for Piaget's model. The stage is referred to as
operational-operational, thinking about thinking.
I6
Researchers in the psychology field and in the education field have been
thinking about thinking. A new vision seems to be emerging. Hammill calls it
holistic, Ausubell calls it cognitive, orhers call ir informaiioñ processing (Reid
and Hresko, 1981). Instruction based on the cognitive model incorporaìás four
principals that address thinking:
a. learning is a personal process in which new knowledge is
constructed and dependent on what is already understood
b. learning needs to be holistic
c. if what is leamed is to be remembered, organization and
integration are necessary
d. learners need to be aware that they are responsible for their
learning (Reid and Hresko, l98l).
concomitant with the development of these principals, a deeperunderstanding
of what reading is has evolved. No longer is reading viewed aì a set of subskills
to be mastered and glued together to make a whole.Þsychologists have referred
to reading as a skill, a complex integration of proðesses lvenesky, l9g4).I iteracy experts view reading as a complex, interactive i.o""r, in whichinformation from the text and the knowiedge possessed by the reader act
together to produce meaning (commission ro srudy Reading, l9g5). Thisdefinition is unlike the.-definition of reading suggeited bv t-n" ambiguous
naming and listing of skills and subskills founà in éãucation journals adãress-
ing reading instruction just ten years ago.
Research by cognitive psychologists and riteracy experts have described three
major levels of thinking (costa 1985; pearson &lohnson, 19g6; Raphael,
1986). The firsr order, rexrually explicit level ofthinking, is rhe coilectìon of
data, the gathering of information that exists within a gñ"n t"*t. The second
order is referred to as textually implicit. It is the level ãt which sense making
of the information gathered takes place. oftentimes, it is the level at which a
deeper understanding of the data collected is justified within one's mind. It is
at this level that inferring and interpreting occur. Higher order thinking,
scriptually implicit, is the level that involves applicatioi, evaluation, and/or
synthesis. It also addresses metacognition, one;s knowledge or awaréness ofhow one thinks and learns. At times, it is a task that req-uires higher order
thinking that allows for the organization and integration oi the datà'collected
in the first order of thinking. How different fromÞloom's taxonomy!
A body ofresearch in the field ofliteracy suggests that students, even veryyoung students, can learn to stretch thinking and respond to reading passages
tl
when taught about the different levels of thinking as described within this paper
(Pearson & Johnson, 1978; Raphael, 1986). That is, young children can span
thinking levels when instructed how and nudged to do so. This differs from
Piaget's model.
A review of research in the neurological field however, is inconclusive. A
neurological definition ofthinking is still open to interpretation. In fact, brain
researchers are attempting to discover whether thinking is a natural bodily
function similar to the heart pumping blood or whether it is the result of intense
effort, strict discipline, and careful programming of instructional outcomes
(Costa, 1986).It might be found that thinking is a combination of both.
Implications that can be drawn from the current literature within the fields of
cognitive psychology, literacy acquisition, and learning theory suggest that
educators acknowledge the illiteracy rate in the United States and reexamine
present pedagogy comparative to current understanding ofhow children think
and learn.
Educators are encouraged to practice discerning literate thinking themselves.
Thinking educators need not be automated and driven by a script that accom-
panies commercially published basals and context texts. A thinking practitio-
ner would question if the basal and content texts at hand are conducive to
promote thinking. If thinking is to be developed among students, the material
to be read neecis to be worth thinking about. Stories authored and published by
rookie leamers can offer rich alternatives in the early primary grades' Ryan's
(6 years old) piece provides an example:
The wall turned
The room was shaped
like a big bottle.
And in that room there
are...monsters.
I went up the snake
stairs.
Vy'hen I got up I saw
some creeps.
There was a laser beam
across the deedly pit.
I want across it.
When I got out, there was
a monster standing in the door
(Riggs, 1988)
In conclusion, it is by keeping abreast with continuously evolving research that
educators can develop and strengthen a viable knowledge base. Practitioners
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who are aware ofthe literature directly affecting their profession are better ableto stimulate thinking and.leaming u'nong thosJ who *itt tiu" r" ,t 
" 
i"i"r". e,the educational models that havé preceãed the cognitive uirion, it" fr"r"ntinsights will be viewed as anecessary step, guideõby urr",np*ìï"ffiãrr, uneeded risk, to attempt to refine ttr" a.t anà siience oi teaching. ' -- r-'
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TEACHING CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS TO ASPECIAL POPULATION: IS IT A VIABLÈPRACTICE?
Jo Anna Spruill
common dilemmas for teachers of learning handicapped and other lowachieving studenrs are wherher and how ro teaci their stuö;;;;""i;iìnting
skilrs. A number of actors contribute to these diiemmas: the concrete nature ofthe students' thinking; limited time for instruction; and, the students,f.equent
need for functional living sk'ls. Educators know, however, that beine able toform and rest hyporheses, ro consider renrari"" 
";pì;;;;;;i;ffi;ä?iu, unaro draw rogical concrusions are prerequisites foibecomi"g ,;i;;ñiinruug"
users and, indeed, thoughtful adults. This paper wi' examine some asDects ofthese dilemmas, how they may ¡e resotvË¿, 
""d;;;;;;;;;:ff"ii" 
""
school curriculum.
At this time. cognitive.deveropmenr theory views mentar deveropment ashierarchical in nature, with eactrstage ofdevÉlonment dependent on the sragesrhat precede it. piaget posi ted the. thiory that i nåividuak;;hi; ;;riîä u"¿highest stage of cognitive development, characterized by the capacity fbrabsrract thought lformat operationì). ¿urine u¿Àt.r..*..roiin."Jn"ìÅ,"r. 
,,evidence that lormal ,..1._:nïg abilities 
.rËrgà rn a predicrable progression
1:ryrt P-" adolescent years' research has convíncrngry shown that as much as50vo of the general adult population do not dernonstrate the problem solvingskills associated with absrract mental op".atron. (Dulit, rszzinpr'r"i" ,îorsr.
Learning disabled students are believed to develop their cognitive abilitiessimilarly to 1or slightly behind) rhe general fãpularion (Tarver & Maggiore,t979). rrthar is rhe case. manv. rearnñrg oisaüreã 
""J;;;ì;; ^äiå""iiä r,"denrs wlr nor demonsrrare evidence o1 ubstraci rhì;kt,,s ä.t"iiül#ïå*",years' The pracrice of cosli,tivl.matchi.ng, through which studenrs,academictask assignments are "matched" to theirîlental'processing capabilities, sug_gests that critical thinking skills. curriculum, encompassing as it does, abstractthought, is inappropriare for this population- ihe reatties of leamins handi_capped srudenrs' needs for funcrionar tiuins skiris'il ;;.;är'Ii',,n..particularly at the secondary rever further ¿rãw teactrers away from criticalthinking skills insrruction for this student þoputation.
Dominant views of leaching and crassroom based learning arso argue againstcritical thinking skilrs instruction. The academic task structure is thought to bethe primary mediaror of crassroom ¡ase¿ learnìng ts.miirr aêËJü*î'ì'soa,Doyle, 1982), while teacher behaviors influencsi"amrng to tt e extent ;ha*heyinduce desired srudenr behavior (Schlechty, f SiàF_*;.pf*ir" 
"i"äåä"_i.
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tasks. Teaching effectiveness research has shown a high positive correlation
between direct instruction teaching strategies and academic achievement for
low academic ability students (Gersten, 1985). Direct instruction strategies,
which draw on behaviorist principles of stimulus and response, include a low
margin ofchallenge, structured learning sequence, and high teachercontrol, are
considered highly effective for maintaining student involvement with assigned
tasks (Gersten, 1985). Thus, the modern conception of academic teaching and
leaming draws on a behaviorist view of stimulus and response, and a cognitive
psychology view of mental development. Neither perspective has applied the
teaching of higher level cognitive skills to low achieving students.
Is there another approach of mental development that de-emphasizes the
individual's internal cognitive structures and does not depend on a stimulus and
response interpretation of learning? The theorist who is usually credited with
suggesting a social context view of leaming and cognitive development is the
Russian psychologist, Lev Semenovich Vygotsky (1978). Vygotsky proposed
that society deeply affects cognitive growth in children though the tools and
practices preserved by socio-cultural history and through interactions with
adults and other knowledgeable people who transmit information about the
tools and practices to children. In this way, social interactions mediate the
cognitive activities which are then slowly transformed into intrapersonal
mental abilities. Vygotsky stressed the contribution to children's development
of leaming under the tutelage of adults; and he emphasized, especially, the
importance of mental activities that an individual is capable of only with the
guidance of a more knowledgeable person. A logical conclusion that may be
drawn from this perspective is that "...knowledge is not something people
possess somewhere in their heads, but rather, something people do together"
(Gergen, 1985,p.270).
What happens when we look through a social context lens at introducing critical
thinking skills curriculum to low achieving students? From this perspective,
teachers are not merely attempting to bring about desired student behaviors
through a structured sequence of activities, but are engaging in shared experi-
ences through which they assist students to operate at a cognitive level above
that at which they are able to function independently. When classroom activi-
ties which promote the growth of abstract thought are canied out under the
tutelage and with the support of a knowledgeable and capable adult, they are
eminently appropriate for learning impaired students. Without such experi-
ences many of these students will almost certainly not reach the formal
operations stage of cognitive development. With the scaffolding support of a
learned adult, students have the opportunity to develop to their highest
potential.
The role of the teacher as scaffold is crucial to the effectiveness of these
experiences. By acting to bridge the gap between the task requirements and the
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learner's functional level, the teacher extends the cognitive range of activities
to which student have access. First, the teacher must select activities that, with
support, are comprehensible by the students, because students will not leam
from tasks whose solutions are incomprehensible to them even with assistance(Wood, Bruner & Ross, 1976). Secondly, the teachers musr supply for the
students steps which they cannor accomplish independently. Third, théy should
create opportunities for students to take over aspects of the activities for which
they have become ready. Teacher sensitivity andjudgement are critical here.
Finally,_it is appropriate for the teacher to aid studenls in consolidating their
new abilities by conducting highly structured lessons on hypothesis rorming,
testing, and drawing conclusions at regular intervals.
Conclusions
Hypothesis testing and other critical thinking skills curriculum for learning
disabled or low achieving students is difficult to conceptualize from a cognitive
or behavioral psychology perspective. critical thinking skills curriculum
normally presumes student cognitive development significantly beyond that
usually attained by a learning impaired population. teaching-by ih" di.""t
instruction method which is often recommended for this group appears
incompatible with abstract content. However, if leaming and Ihe c.eaiiãn or
knowledge are viewed as something people do together, if the tutelage of young
people by knowledgeable adults is considered a viable method,ãnd if it is
accepted that students will acquire abstract thinking only ifthey are exposed to
the concepts, then supported, socially interactive, learning acd;ides foóused on
creative problem solving will be an important part of the curriculum for low
achieving students. Far from detracting from functional life-skills instruction,
these activities will be a vital component for independent living.
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BUILDING STUDENT OWNERSHIP
Barbara Moore
Several months ago, I was talking to a group of high school teachers. One
teacher erpressed her concern about the fact that her students were not
performing well on tests, nor were they as interested in her subject matter as she
thought they should be. Her final comments was, "I don't know what's wrong.
I give really good lectures." I realized as she spoke that she equated teaching
with lecturing and f'ailed to understand that not only do students leam in
different ways but many have difficulty learning by taking notes.
A few weeks later, I read an article in Sc¡e nce Neu,s magazine ( 1988) which was
talking about the small number of American college graduates who are enter-
ing the fields of science and math. One of the statistics they cited was that
students spend less than 50 percent of the time in science classes actively
involved in lab work. The rest of the time, they are sitting passively, taking
lecture notes. I decided to ask a group of local high school seniors how much
time they spent in their science courses actively participating in science experi-
ments. I was surprised to find that the highest percentage they stated was 50
percent in chemistry and that the percentage dropped to as low as 5 percent in
some of their other science classes.
This kind of passive leaming experience is not unique to science courses. As
a coordinator of programs for gifted and talented students, grades seven
through twelve, I am able to see students over that wide span of years. When
analyzing their creative writing last year, I noticed that my junior high school
students were better creative writers than were my high school students. This
observation could lead to one of two conclusions: either the students in high
school as not as creative as the students presently in ourjunior high school, or
we are somehow "teaching out" or extinguishing that skill and our students are
no longerable to write as creatively afterthey have had fouryears ofhigh school
English courses as they were before.
All these observations viewed together seem to indicate that we are producing
high school graduates who are consumers of knowledge rather than producers
of knowledge. In other words, our high school studentõ are not learning how to
think like scientists, writers, historians or mathematicians but instead, they
appear to be spending a great portion of their class time as passive receptacles
of information.
Although I have not conducted any formal research on the relationship between
the degree ofa student's active participation in a classroom and his orher ability
to use that subject matter as an adult, it seems from thirteen years of teaching
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experience that there is a high correlation' Perhaps, then' we should be helping
our students become moreãctive participants in their own education in order
tobuildgreaterstudentownershipintheeducationalexperience'
One man who looked at the kinds of affective behaviors students exhibit in class
was David Krathwohl, an associate of Benjamin Bloom' Krathwohi (1964)
,pot. or five levels of responses which one can elicit when teaching students
und luU.tl"d these levels';receiving," "responding," "valuing"'"organizing"'
und ,,"hurur," rizing.,'when I readkrathwohl, it seemed to me that we could
.À-lnr"rp."r,ttese fñe levels so that they not only described a student's response
to indivìdual questions, but also to the manner in which curriculum as a whole
is presented. For exarnple, I have observed many teaching situations, in which
students are "receivers;' of information. The teacher lectures, the students take
notes and then give back to the teacher in some testing situation or essay the
notes that the teãcher has given. There is little interaction between teacher and
student. The second level, "responding," might describe question-and-answer
activities. The answer can be veìy brief when the teacher asks factual questions,
ortheanswercanbemorecomplexwhenthestudentisaskedtoevaluate,
synthesize or analYze.
At the third level of teaching' ..valuing',' the student would not only receive
information and respond to iibut wouldalso decide, "This is important." At the
fourth level, ,.orguniring," the students might ask themselves how this new
tno*t.ag" iits iñ witn ,,ihat they already know. C)n the fifth level of "charac-
terizing,;ttrey would incorporate what they have learned in the classroom to
conduðt experiments, write poetry, conduct primary research or attempt to
arrive at a new hYPothesis.
If one were to ask teachers what level of affective response they hoped to elicit
from their students, most teachers would say they wish their stude¡ts would
respondatoneofthehigherlevels',Theyfeelthatthematerialtheyare
preienting is important unã th.y want the student also to view that material as
ffionuni fney want their students to incorporate the particular subject matter
intà their lives ãnd to, perhaps, have it affect their behavior in the future. There
are very fèw teachers who want students to merely parrot back infonnation and
then forget it. Yet most teaching in secondary and post-seco_ndary education
"ii"ir, .""rponses 
at the lower leiels of Bloom's and Krathwohl's taxonomies'
Thequestion,then,becomes:..Howdowestructurethecurriculumsothat
students can become involved at a higher affective level?" In other words'
,,How can we help them become 'heuristic learners'?" This term comes from
the name of a Greek king, Heuros, who asked the scientist, Archimedes, to
determine whether the kiñg's crown was pure gold. Archimedes was unable to
solve this problem until on! night as he was immersing himself in his b.athtub'
he discovered that the bath waier sloshed over the edge. According to legend,
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h,e sud.denly leapt out of the tub and ran through the streets shouting, ,,Eureka!,,His discovery was' of course, that by meãsuring the amount%fîater itdisplaced, one could determine whethei the crown was gold or another metar.(In fact, the crown was not gord, and one can assume that someone rost his headasaresulrof thisdiscovery...butirwasn'tArchimecles)(Carin&s""J, rqzrl.
Soc¡ates 
-later incorporated this idea of discovery learning by having his
students become questioners and learn by trying to find ãnrí"., to tneirquestions.,Although ou¡_rwenrieth cenrury óulturels vastly differenirrà,, tt"
culture of Socrares, the ideas embodied inîis teaching straiegies ar" stìiiuah¿.How, then, can we, like Socrates, help our studentsliscovãr knowleáge torthemselves? How can we help them become excited 
"nougrr'ro* 
äo-ii" * u
"Eureka!" or at least an,.Ahah!" as a response to learning?
one means we have in the l9g0s to assist us in the crassroom is the computer.Many compurerprograms are available now which herp,,"á."i, ì;;;;;'" 
"".yexciting way that involves active^ discovery. one à^..llent 
"*rpià i. "program called "The Geomerric Supposer" which is put out uf sinuu.rt
communications. It teaches geometry in such a way thaf the teachår serves asa facilitator of learning rather than as a traditionar teacher. irr. .o,nprr",program does all the computation for the students. It draws g.o-";.i. figu.".,
measures area, bisects angles, and performs many other finctions. Ttr'e stu_dents' task is to manipulate the geomètric figu."., o6r".ue the results, anJ-ut.
conjectures based on their observations. They, then, draw ,.rui.Jg.oï.t.i.figures (i.e., other kinds of triangres) ro test their conjectu.., *iriirr?/ünuttyfeel ready to state a hypothesis. while using thrs computer-based method oflearning geometry, students have been knoõn to arrive ut t ypott eses *t.,ict.,have never been stated before by mathematicians. The teacher, as faciritator,helps guide the students to satisfactory answers to their questioni, inru.ing ti,u,thevdo lgt mger a high degree of fruÀtration. Srudents ;, 
"fiil;r;;;uåìi""ryinvolved in thinking, hypothesizing, testing, and learning.
computers can also be used.to make.the study of geography more personalry
relevant to rhe student..In the traditional g.óg.uptty ãturs,"stu¿"ni, p;;f"""lower level thinking activities such.as gath-eriñg infårmation u¡*t .J*t.¡"r,
creating norebooks, cororing and ìabering 
-uprl B""uur" tt ey tná* it atìr,"ywill have no immediare need for this info-rmatìon, ttre ¿ata coilectel L qil.tryforgotten. Then, as adults, they can't quite recall where Ni."*guJå, tr,"Persian Gulf are. compurer daraba^ses cán change this informationlgutñ"ring
activity from an impersonal end in itself to a means for framing"e^.rtingquestions. Because of their computer's ability to arrange databased statistics,
students can see how different statistics conelate. Fõr exampre, irå.ã"try
watched aclass studying a darabase which contained economic änJp"prìãri*
statistics about 70 counrries.when they looked ar rhe countries *lit it 
"'ffi..,gross national product and then looked at the countries with the lowest iifant
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mortality rates' they discovered' to their amazement' 
that there was little
conelation, and were t"ttitätáti""lshed todiscover 
that the United States was
not among the countries *ìit'ìft" f"*"st infant mortalitv rates' 
These and other
discoveries led to many questions' They were 
eager to Ënow "V/hy?" Suddenly
the reason for gatheringïata became meaningful and 
they wanted to conduct
äàãiii*¡ reseãrch to answer their questions'
One does not need rechnology' t'g*tY:l'-':ielp studenls become 
active
learners. Donna oli"t;'';î;ï;t tht,1987 88 national teacher of the 
year
(lnstrut'¡or', 19881. uses a uåiittv of techniques-to make science more 
interest-
ine and relevant to trer siu"¿inì;]Ët'J; ;;fftctiue teacher' she tries to 
deal
with the whole studenää; *unit to make.her students feel good 
about
rhemselves. She has ¿".i¿åitã,llo ,tu¿*t will fail her class, 
yet she will not
lower her srandards. #ä;^ñánun,, rtt" keeps the srudenrs very actively
involved in experimen;;;;;;Ë, scienc-e ro larser interdisciplinary rssues'
For example, wtren nJr;;;äÑ;Jv cells' thei also discuss the ethics of
genetic engineering'
In the field of English' a junior high school grammar lextbook 
called Dist'or'-
erins Your Lttnguagetpåiiåä": iso3l"utñt' srammar inductively' 
f t gives
students a sentence lik; 
:B;y; ;"n" and ask theå to senerate many other two
word senrenc., *t,i.t,iuäíh.'rårn. pã*rn..Then siudents are asked 
to look
at the lirst una ,ttonäl-'p äî *tiøs and' again' make conjectures 
and
seneralizations about tîtiäîTrtttt groups' Studãnts might discover 
thal they
ãan add an "s" to both groups oI words' tVith one 
group rñe "s" makes the word
mean "more than oneii uuï *itrt the second gtotñ it -tunt 
*ottthing totally
dif ferent. Or they might ãiscover ttrat they can 
puithe word "the" in front of the
first group of words' ;;ì';;ì;; ;tond' wt'èn thev have finished 
with that
lesson, they huu" ¿i'"oiä"ãrn""v *ttu"tes of nouns an{ 
ve^r!s' uul t!^l teacher
does not label these ;;;;;";;;'"f words until the end of the exercise' 
The
important diffet"n"" u"i*E"n 
''ni' 
upp'outh and more traditional approaches is
rhar the srudents ..""i""ifr" r"fåï ttll'msetu"...¡.s the students 
make generaliza-
tions about parts of 
'påitrt' ìrtt 
uook challences these generalizations' lor
example. giuing tlttnìP;it^ttt'ìrr* 
:fn:,*':;' school house" and asking
them whethe. ""hool'Ii' a noun or an adjeclive' Using this 
method to teach
grammar 
"un 
U"tot" utiy 
"*titing 
because students leave the classroom
arguing about what Å;i:tJil å iot¿ lt't"t"o.:1,:l]o"n"" that thev have
ãìí.ouËr"¿. In short, they begin acring like grammarlans.
Irecentlyobservedascienceteacherwhousedasimilartechniquetoteachhis
students about diff'erent"kt;;t 
"f 
;;;ks and minerals' Rather than'lecturing to
his class abour rocks ;ää;-;-perties, he presenred his students 
with a
variety of rocks u"¿ 
"'xàä 
tîtÀ'to J"pu'ut" them into two groups' Then they
were to divide those ;; ä;; i;i; ;" sub-groups' The students 
kept
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dividing each srou
,',î.,.".'r;J;;ff if ii.å{f ,.#$i_ç;^;:;ii'i^:;ff :,ïL?iJi:l:
11ä:r:fJ#,ffÍîï"::-lll: rierd or discoverv reaming is rerome Bruner
,1,i';i1"ä;,;å'å:ü.l!",i,:ïiË,,îiiìJü:l*::Ïry**:1ft :ff :f :íirn reaching rirerarure to trigh sJá;í:;;ä""rr-.Afrer studenrs had read an:,'ifJ#ï h: î J"i i:: ñ ñ ;;:iï *r, i. r, r r,.i *li.'ä'.äï.,,o un,
ro"e 
""Jr,àï.';i; ï:'::i,ffï::|; |;lii*:,1. oá0"'. t" i"n" ål,.ue,upr,cou r d com pa re w h ã t they r,,¿'.ã. j,ãïå;ffi 
lîi: {i,l:il "î ï:::î ;:ïHïseen on relevision' could argue *ilt rãääärpecr of rhe assignmenr, år courdanalyze one characre¡-o',in."id.nr. Ë*öäi,ü they arrived at iome concrusionwhich was quire oriqinar and then *rr. iårT.¿ ro supporr an¿ ¿erenJ ¡t. rnestudenrs read their nìpers in .lurr-unà',t.îlur, ¿ir.ur,r.J rï.älì,io..o 
,fr",,
ff ,. q ..'ö,l","3 ; j: ** l,t]:l' ;, i^#' r' p' i "î Juäii,î. ïJ,"0, n ",,my saying anyttring at att. :cturing, and frequently without
One of the best examples o[active learnins in orrr hi.h o^r-^^r :_indusrriaru.r,.rur,Ë,.'rr""";;;;;;;ü;å,i,."#J;fr:,i:T,îJ,:îiäJf.ï#J
woutd rind rhar he procee¿. ,h,"o"eiäiütáiJÏi,, orBroom.s and Krãihwonr.staxonomies' He bepins by givi;;';;;;.*";.knowledge 
of rhe roåls and
""îi:i"J:å1 li,,l;i 
"':::"à'n"'i'nìvìi;,,;,, 
knowredge. Srudenrs work
,.un,r.'.,,f ri;T"î';',.'J;.1:ïï:,:1,î.î j,îî;ï,X,,î:*r;if 
i,,,*1;:iÏ'rÏ::l ;:,::1,î:',"å: lrtl;r*i I ". ià *Ï "åv u. i ng a*i ve ry i n vor ved i n
*oð¿*o,.r"ì,.,.äoi"Ti,'ri.,ff i,Tli;,iiì:.::?i;:*,;lmnilf ;fteachers of academic craiser *;"iil;;ä'-"aiTseo to rook at this process usedin mosr vocarional classes ancl rry ,;;;; îi,o'rn",. subjec areas.
These examples of books..te:.1.T, and.computer programs are just some waysrn which reachers are herping sru¿.nt, ¿¡r.åîJ, inowredge. Irwe wanr to buirdsrudenr ownership in the edicati"l"îñ;;;',).,huu. 
ro change tr,"_*:uy *.are teaching so rhal srudenrs 
.un u..årï u.,iå.,.u,n.r, in alr their crasses.Sludenrs need to leam h.ow ro ask relevan,lirïi,onr, create hyporheses, andcreate producrs in order ,o,rut" ,t'. Å-ori'otït ii..or.urionar experience. rt is
;T i,'ff:'lå :::å: xiî:îr,ïilî ;rrí *ffi ,,;H::i f iJill 0 f sc i e n ce m a, h
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THINKING SKILLS WITH SPECIAL EDUCATION
STUDENTS
Rhonda Boyer
"Thinking is a skill that all people need in order to survive in any type ofsociety
but most particularly in a democratic society such as ours. certãiniy the success
of any democratic system depends on individuals' ability to analyzeproblems
and make thoughtful decisions. A democracy thrives onihe prodictivity of its
diverse constituency-a productivity fosteied by free, criiical and cieative
thought on issues of common interests" (Marzano et.al., lggg). As a special
educator, I am very concerned about how well children in special eduåation
programs will be able to participate in a society that demanås such thinking
from its members. Thinking skills are being empirasized more and more among
students in regular education programs. Bui is this an issue that is being
addressed for children with special needs? By pulling children out ofregulai
classes for remedial reading or by segregating t-hem iñ special day classes, are
we depriving them of the interactions with othèr childrenìnd invoivement with
activities that help to develop thinking skills in meaningful ways?
of course, the activities in the regular classroom directly influence how much
benefit the student with special needs will receive from participating in that
class. If the classroom is organized in such a way as to promotè inteiactions
among children, interactions with adults, and interactions with objects in the
environment, then the best way to promote thinking skills among students with
special needs is to have them participate in activitiei in regular ciássrooms. The
special education teacher can provide consultative rJ*i.", to the regular
education teacher to meet the needs of the student. The special educãtion
teacher could also work with the student within the classroom but it should be
work with which the rest of the class is also involved. Instead of having the childpulled from the classroom to receive one-on-one instruction, allow tñe chiÌd to
interact with peers and engage in meaningful activities that challenge thinking
as 
.well as the thinking of students in the regular classroom. Even wien we pur
children-in a special day class, we are not providing models and the opportu-
nity for these children to interact with othe. õhild.en iuho may have moré fiigrrry
deve-loped thinking skills; we are simply allowing them to interact ;ith
children with similiar weaknesses. "we-nèed to recónsider the questionable
notion that individual leaming differences call for radically differentiated
curriculums" (Goodlad, 1988).
Given that-we want to provide equal access to learning for all children, the
current reality is that for a variety of reasons the regular classroom may be
unable to meet the needs of a few children and a speciãl education class is iec-
essary. Promoting the thinking skills of the srudent in this class should be the
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first priority since it will reflect in every other activity in which the child is
engaged. There are an abundance of programs that are designed to promote
ttrinkìng. Offering one or more of these programs as the sole means of teaching
thinking skills is a dangerous practice because it "ignores the need to concep-
tualize basic skills such as reading and writing as thinking because it ignores
the need to infuse teaching thinking in all curriculum areas" (Marzano et.al,
1988).
One way to infuse thinking in all curriculum areas is through integration.
Integrating the curriculum helps children to make connections. It more closely
t"t".bl"r how young children learn-whole to part and not part to whole. If
we continue to teach individual skills as listed on an I.E.P. and not integrate
those skills into a whole, the child is apt to know how to do specific skills in very
specific situations but have no idea how to use these skills in real life.
One example of a teaching strategy that uses the whole to part approach is
whole language. In this, children can see immediately what the reading process
involves. Short predictable repetitive books, charts, stories and songs are used
to demonstrate thatprinted symbols have meanings. Immediately, children can
begin to discuss stories, dramatize them, and interact with them because the
printed word begins to have meaning for them. Instead of learning isolated
iounds that later are blended into a word and later are put together into a story,
students can see within their first few experiences with reading that it is
meaningful activity and not a progression of sounds strung together. Children
can, then, immediately apply thinking skills and processes to reading by
predicting what might happen next in a story, by finding a pattern in the story
ihut th"y ðun use to create their own story, by finding common themes in several
stories, and by beginning to develop specific concepts.
Another benefit of using whole language is that it leads very easily into
integrating other parts of the curriculum. As an example, in our study of birds,
we used the songabout Five Little Ducks that went swimming and each time
one less duck came swimming back. After singing the song several times over,
we then wrote anequation thatwould representwhathappened in the story e.g.'
5-l=4,4-l=3,etc. Those numbers were meaningful and concrete for students
in contrast with what they may see on worksheets and in math books. The same
week we were studying about birds we were involved in a number of different
activities: reading a big book and finding all the words that told us what birds
do, comparing real nests of different kinds of birds, writing questions about
things wè wanted to know about birds, reading about different kinds ofbirds
frorñ non-fiction books, and writing our own "report" based on what we had
leamed. The thinking skills of comparing, categorizing, organizing informa-
tion, and formulating questions about what we knew and what we needed to
find out were embedded in an experience in which all children were actively
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involved. It was not the "thinking skills" time of the day but it was part of our
activities and business of the day.
One goal of developing thinking skills with children is that thinking skills will
be able to help them make decisions and to direct their own leaming so that they
can become life-long learners. One way to encourage children to begin to do
this is through giving children choices in what they do and when they do it. This
is a new experience for many children and many of them have difficulty
organizing their time. By starting with a few choices and then expanding,
children who may have a real weakness in this area can learn how to make
choices over time. I use stations in my room to promote this decision making
skill. Children work on a variety of activities. Some of these activities are
outlined below:
. Sorting objects into categories: The objects depend on what theme we are
doing. This is an important thinking activity because it involves seeing
likenesses and differences and develops categorizing and concept formation
skills.
. Writing: The topic is usually teacher selected in the morning and is a directed
activity. In the aftemoon, the topic is almost always student selected. Writing
is the process of prewriting, writing, revising, editing, and publishing. This is
an important area for developing thinking skills because children must begin
to think in a logical organized manner, to listen to other children's writing in
order to evaluate what is "good" (and why), and to offer some sugggstions to
help improve the writer's work.
. Art: An activity that can often provide a way for a child to express what the
child knows in a creative manner and/or apply some of the concepts learned to
plan and makç new creations.
. Building block area: In this area, children are often using otherthinking skills
such as planning, organizing, categorizing, and evaluating. It gives children the
opportunity to develop another kind of intelligence which involves spatial
nonverbal ability.
Children are free to move from one of these stations to another at any time
though there are some stations that students are required to do each week. It is
the student's job to decide how to organize time. Another advantage to using
stations is that this sets up an environment for children to work with each other.
By doing this, children are developing thinking skills not only through the
activity, but also through explaining their ideas, working on plans together, and
evaluating critically the plans and accomplishments of peers. Children are
thinking about activities that arerelevant to them while they are also developing
necessary social skills. Obviously, these skills do not occur spontaneously
among children, but with teacher support' modeling' and good questioning'
these skills can be develoPed'
oneofthereasonsthinkingskillsaredifficulttoteachwithspecialeducation
students is that they u." Jitri"ut, ro assess. writing objectives for l.E.P',s that
u."ã"uru."uble is áifficult. As special educators, I feel we are very much aware
that children teum tttings in u u*i"ty of ways' Part of our job involves finding
iir" *"V.t 
^ "ftild 
can learrn since coníentional ways rarely work' Now.what we
needtodoistofindunconventionalwaystomeasurehowchildrenthinkand
to give them difrerent oppÀrtunities to shów us what they have leamed' Usually'
we ask children to respoåd to something verbally or in writing' If children have
fine motorproblems trow much informãtion are we going to get abouthow 
they
think and what they may know about a topic by asking.th:1 :o use their
weaknesses to convey anideu? For example' why not ask this child to do an 
art
;t"ñ;; convey thá theme of a book?Certainly' this would give us more
information about how irt" Jtlr¿ uit*ed the book' what key points were gained
from having read this uoåL, uná *nat key points were gained from havìng 
read
this book than if we asked ihis child to ieipond to a book in writing. We must
be careful that when *" -" u""tting chilãren's thinking skills that we allow
themtousealltheirresourcesandabilitiesandnotlimitthemtotheconven-
tionalities of standardized testing'
Theactivitiesdescribedaboveareactivitiesthatcouldbefoundinregular
classrooms; they are noiuniqu"..methods" to special education. Hopefully, as
"urr"* 
knowledge in child àevelopment, cognition and leaming is incorpo-
rated into the ctassroom, alt activitìes wittr wtrictr children are involved will
p."Ã"i" 
"u 
kinds of .råãtiu" and critical thinking' rhll|lg,:.!'lt::lÎ:lo "'
be activities which are iuulttt un¿ encouraged only a-ong gifted and talented
students. We need to ensuîe that as educators of children with special needs'
,h";; ¿" not put limitations on children due ro a test score or placement in a
p-g*., ."tt"i *" ,t outd be doing all we,can to help children develop their
thinking abilities,o tnuì tt"v, too,"can realize their fullest porenrial as equal
members in a society tt ut n"åár their creative and critical thoughts and efforts
to survive'
-1 -l
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INTEGRATING CREATIVE THINKING SKILLS WITHTHE REGULAR CURRICULUM
John Samara
As research in the fieldof errrrcationprogresses, innovations inevitablyemerge.
some adapt and blossom into philosãphies ánd programatic erro.ts, *rlileothers briefly surface, onry ro vãnish, nbt to surfaôe uluin u"iil-tr,ã-"y"r", orsociety call forreexaminatio¡. Some are accepred by bóad populuiion'r, *r,il"others are more appropriatery sought uy specitic gioup, rr i"ãi"iãìåìr.
will the current focus on thinking skills flourish and become integrated into themany varied environments within public schoors, or wiil it simpiy u" ärrrg*¿to the privare domain of rhe education fo rhe gifted and rerid" ;irÉ;;;;it-our,,programs which nurture the needs of a seleðt population? while it isirue tnat( l) gifted_learners possess variousthinking auititìes to g.""r". ä"g."", ,t un ¿oother studenrs of rheir own age and that (2ispeciatizea!rogramuir"-"irä.,, u."required ro nurrure rhese precocities, it is appiopriar" uni ní""rrã.y rã.iåguru.classroom insrrucrion to benefir from a "rprtt-åu"r" effect (by uiiirìnfrr,or"
strategies which are appropriate for ail reãrners). while c.eátru" tt-inîing i,ofren associated with giftedness, it is also berieved that the ability to developthe skills of creative thinking is inherent to all students.
The degree to which students in the regular crassroom are creative (or havecrearive potential), should.{e¡ermlgttre degree to which creative Èachingstrategies are employed. callahan ( r 97g) citeíRogers ( I 962) *t 
"n 
,r," ,p""L.of the.universality of crearivity. "tr¿aiing no ãistrnctioí u",*à", ä-¿,creariviry and'bad'creariviry, irir Rog"itl belief is,tu,,t" u¡iliryio u"creative (in this relarive sense) is an àttri-bute tf every individuar, uuf iiat it rsoften buried beneath layers ofpsychological defenses,,(p.3). '
In the rigorous pursuit of basic skills instruction, educational leaders have
neglec_ted to systematically incorporate creative production within each class_room' Many believe that al¡eady óverinflated curricula h""" 
"" 
.",n",ninjrtot,in which to insert innovative practices. In the searctr for basic rit"ru"y'Fo. uilstud€nts, on€ strategy is to aàd new and different subjects. Societal needspredicare (dictate?) insrrucrion in dental health, family riuing, ,"^ 
"åiìution,affective development and the rike, and in 
-uny cases, additional content isadded as separate without integration into exisirng curricula. The result ofovercrowded curricula is a situation in which more equals less, and newlysuggested innovarions are viewed by educatois with skËpticis;-' - - --'
Beyond the problem ofoverstressed curricula, there exists the need to p riontizeavailable innovarions. The crireria which eáucationat leu¿"ìs d.;;ö a
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evaluateinnovationsaremany.Theoriginsofthesecriteriaaremanifold,but
it is reasonabl" to 
"on"luã" 
inut uny i"nnovation must be perceived by- the
;*;;i h;;, 
"o.n*unity 
u, ttauing high priority over other possibilities' If an
ããu"utiànuf community (rtudentt,-parãnts, and educators) perceives an inno-
;;;;; 
", 
worthwhile fó. ìt. membeis, rhe acceptance of the innovation is more
probable. However, 
-ytttt t"lutaing an innovation may stymie the growth of
oositive Derceptions' TheãccJptancãofcreative thinking as an essentialpartof
itr" g"n.iut curriculum has been curtailed by myths'
Onesuchmythisthatcreativityisanelusiveentity'andifexaminedtooclosely'
may vanish. Yet research on creativity has yielded volumes of information'
;*i phii;t;phical and practical' Creativity has been defined by many authors'
Listeã below are several for consideration:
1) Creativity is a combination of the flexibility' originality'^and
sánsitivity tä ideas which enables the learner to break away from
usual sequences of thought into different and producliY" t::
[u"n""t of tnought, the resiltof which gives satisfaction to himself
and possibly to others (Jones, 1972' p'7)'
2) Creativity is a mental process.by which an individual creates
nåw ideas oi products, or iecombines existing ideas an^d-products'
in a fashion tihat is novel ro him or her (Gallagher, 1985, p. 303).
3) We have defined the "creative leaming process" t: :l:^:i
U""o-lng sensitive to or aware of problems' deficiencies' gaps ln
tnowt"Ole, missing elements, disharmonies' and so on; bringing
iãg"tt 
".ã"uilable 
iiformation; defining the difficulty of identify-
in! tne missing element; searching for solutions' making guesses'
ãiformutatin! trypotnóses aboui the 
-deficiencies; 
testing and
i"t"tting thesã tryiottreses, and modifying and retesting them;
perfecti"ng them; ánd finally communicating the results (Torrance
& MYers, 1970,P.22)'
One might note consistencies common to the above (as well as other) defini-
tions. This inctu¿", tn"ãùliiiy ortn" inaiuidual roperceive andproduce stimuli
ü"vã"ã ,tt" 
"tual. 
Althoulh broad in scope, the dehnitions provide direction to
those intereste¿ in ¿eteärining environments and situations which elicit
äi"".g"nirrrought. whãtä uppiopriut",iruations fornufuring flexibility and
;;üfi;l-yt n;* -igt t 
"¿u"ätorr'int"gtare 
rhese thinking processes with the
regular curriculum to enha"ce student learning? How might teachers enhance
students, abilities to combine varied ideas or perceive deficiencies? Can
osvchological barriers-ùe eradicated or at least modified, so that varied and
ñö;;;ö;t* i" irt" learning environment occur more frequently?
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Examinations of creativity further contradict the myth of its elusive narure.callahan ( I 978 ) tungests ihut .o,n.non 
-p.ìránal 
ity traits which are relared tohigh revers or .reutiitv_h";; ;;; id"üil"o o, Guirford (tssÐ,MacKin_non(l970), and Roe (tg'2). Th"r" ì;"luã;;''
openess to experience
intemal focus of evaluation
abiliry to toy with ideas
willingness to take risks
preference for complexity
tolerance for ambiguity "
a positive self image
the ability ro become absorbed in a task (p.5)
Persons concerned with enabling others to becotheaboveinro'.nutiãn'inprunn-i-íeu-r;:"Ë;åîr"riïï:i:'""r""iå:å,,r:î
ing those rypes of srude"iu"t""ìår, t" viliãä".
A second myth regarding creativity is that it is always spontaneous and filledwith joy' Every edúcatorñas ob;#"d d;;î¿"who, a'of a sudden, ,.gers ir,,_
1n9 uqs "aha!" It is a common evenr ror crrir¿åï i#'.t#,t,i:Í::'^,t:l:
"ahas ;, 
""¿ 
ir'" ¡-àvir'"ì a"-o"'pun ie, r,"." i, ffi :üi i{:i.å} ï ;äffil"lïbut many rimes a firsr idea i; il;."*;;ìir" Cailahan (l978iconcurs,stating "rhe iniriar sorurion t9 ;;;;i#i, ïot uruury the mosr unique oreteganr soturion an individual 
";,i;ä;":Ì to]2,1. The first idea or soiutionwhich emerges is usuaty rrg"¡r""íiüiñã, ü, a catarysr ro more and berterideas' Breakfhroueh iaeas are generaty the result of deriberation. Maslow( te68), as cited in'carahanlin?ãiiöJ.JiJ,rll, ..s".ondary 
creativity is rherype of creativirv thar resurts'wher ñËäffiorks with and ,srands on rheshoulders' of others and conr"iourty p.åJ""ãJ"uutiourry to concrusions ,l<p.q).This conscious and caurious pr*¿r:r;;;"r""ä¿ rirå i",r,"iiäiï',ià,Jo o,callahan' but all roo often, firit id;;;íui;iä u"vono their worth, circum-venting rhe occurence of deeper 
""ã"¡r*åä.üä"gr,o.
A third myth responsible for the low prioritization of creativity is that it is filledäiif:iiÏïi-":;'j"":l!:"""" ñ^'ö;' in crearive 1clyitv ,niii on"
ii,:r,ffi rî,ff,,:Ì:iili:iiH.ii"li'ä,,JiîiHiïlilîg j};lhn:",ï:;
...fluency, the ability.to produce several ideas or solutions to agiven problem; nexi-u'ity, ,il;b;ltù;;;;oiuce ideas or solurionsto a problem rhar come from ,uny .*"!å.iãi ofpossible solurions;
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originality, the ability to produce unique or novel solutions to a
problem; and elaboration, the ability to add detail to a given idea
in order to produce a new idea (p.6).
Many authors and practitioners in the field of gifted child education have
utilized Guilford's compilation of skills in creating teaching strategies, learn-
ing experiences, and educational programs to enhance creativity. As one
studies applications of Guilford's work, it becomes clear that not only can
creativity be enhanced, but so can the acquisition and use ofbasic content which
already exists in the regular curriculum. By integrating skills of creative
thinking to introduce and/or consummate units of study, one may enhance
productive thought and basic skills simultaneously. In addition to the afore-
mentioned scholastic benefits, effective rewards accrue as well. These rewards
(as compared to the previously mentioned joy which accompanies the "ahas")
provideì deeper sense of accomplishment which results when ownership of a
iophisticated and/or complex adaptation of a concept develops'
To illustrate the practicality and ease of application of creative thinking skills'
four examples are offered for consideration. The examples are integrated with
content thât is appropriate for average sixth grade learners. This content is used
as a vehicle to demonstrate the relationship between content and process, which
teachers can manipulate in order to make activities appropriate to various levels
and subject u.eat. By substituting content at various levels of sophistication,
educatois can adapt leaming experiences to match the curricular focus.
Manipulating the thinking process within a leaming experience offers educa-
tors oìe 
-o* *uy to effectively match activities to different learning needs.
The following examples could be used to enhance acquisition of basic knowl-
edge and to ãxtend õreative thinking abilities as used to complete a unit on
Mayan Civilization:
Fluency: Students will list as many known and probable crafts/
occuputiont of Mayans as possible (based on what they have
leamed about customs, natural resources, climate, etc')'
Flexibility: Students will speculate about what would happen if
Mayan civilization had continued to grow and prosper into the
1980's (based on what they know about the propensities, strengths,
and weaknesses of that civilization).
Elaboration: Students will add supporting facts and details to what
they have already leamed about transfer of knowledge between
Mayan generations.
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Originality: Students will create their own culture, different fromthe Mayans and other known cultures (based on component oartsof any culture as learned in the unit onMayans). ----r-"v¡¡r rsrr¡
The_learningobjectives listedabove offerexamples of ways in which educarorsmight articulate curricula. to encourage students to go úeyond that wrrrcrr isalready known, while ar rhe same timé reinforcing bãsic ó't.li noü"ag".Integrating creative thinking skills with the regular curriculum is a time_efficient srraregy which is iooted in basic skilis, ¡", 
"rr,""""i'p.oäu.tiu"thinking and affective links ro subjecr ma*er. Ir is a srraregy *t i"n airJJurug",right answer fixation, but encouiages students to e*amine basic concepts in
1e1 a1d different ways. Ir promorei quesrioning and curiosiry_twã ¡ári., ofintrinsic motivation.
Beyond curricular strategies, there exists the variable of environment. -fhe
utilization of creative leaming experiences wilr be more effective ,t à" ,rr"yoccur in supportive situarions. caliahan (197g) notes, .,The notions that devel_oped as a parr of the process approach to creativiíy rugg"rï án op"*i, t.""environment which is structuredJo that creative behävioîîan o""ui*itr,outthreat and with reinforcement" (p.4). Tonance (1965) ruppo.t,iti, concepr
ryh.en hq says 
6'....respect-for 
the qúesrions and ideas of t'he 
"tïa, ,"rp""iior hisright to iniriate his own reaming effort, and respecr for his righiiã.'.,¡""i 
"r".serious considerarion, the adultts ideas in favorof hi. o*n" lpläizl. Íi"r"t¡*,if effort-s ro imprement srraregies which elicit creative ìïougút 1."- ro ¡"succe_ssful, they must involve the validation of student attemptsiaì ¿irr"r"nti_
ated from the validation of student successes.
As the field of education becomes more specialized, educators in variousdomains acquire new and be*er merhods of meeting rr"d;;;;;J;. e, ,i""iurpopulations of students are identified, new light is also shed on the needs ofthose students who do not participate in these frograms. parents and educarorsare becoming-increasingly awarè that ton.'" äf tî" rt.ut"!ì"r-"råJi, sp""i"reducation and gifted child education ur. uppropriate and necessary in theregularclassroom and can increase efficu"y *iitrin trrã;;;;;;;;;;;. ö;;"r"_tion among various school programs 
"r"ui", "leàrning links" within schools,and validates the importance oi a total school enviror_"nt.
Because- ofthe rapid increase in knowredge, educators have new responsibili-ties ro rheir clienrs. Two. of 
.rhese ."rpoirittiiìes involve prioitìãinf^n"*contenr which might be added ro (or rakìn from) the curriculúm, unã 
"nãuringstudents to utilize content innew ways. Trainingstudents to think creatiu"lV to,more crearivety) and providing_reguru, opportiniti., ro, prurti.ã'*ìiifii"i,
our students in many ways. Why ir 
"r"utiu" leaming i_po.tuntf ir"ifìng".(1980) answers rhe quesrion by siating "l; It helfs children be more effecrive
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whenwearen,taround]2)Itcreatespossibilitiesforsolvingfuturep-roblems
ittã, *" can't even anticipate: 3 ) It may lead to powerful consequences 
rn our
ii""r; +) It can produc" g."ut satisfaction andjoy" (pp' 9-13)'
will the current tbcus on thinking skills become integrated as practice into the
many varied curricular àiråti"gí^rt"fv.:*i:'ing within our public schools?
We must look to the creative efiorts of in¿lviduals in our educational 
commu-
nities for the answer.
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CRITICAL THINKING GOES TO POST-SECONDARY
SCHOOL
Edna M. Smith
critical thinking is a complex mental process valued by the members of all
academic disciplines. However, not all educators consistently provide the
environment or employ the types of instructional strategies thãt nurture the
ability to think critically. After a brief glance at our fascination with the mind
and its nature, this paper focuses on some of the factors which demand
consideration by educators in the quest to promote the development and
practice of teaching critical thinking.
That there is an abundance of rhetoric about the topic of critical thinking is
evident to anyone wh,r peruses professional joumals, attends educational
conferences or suryeys school curriculum materials. printed rhetoric is not
limited to journal articles, but extends to all manner of professional literature,
T:l."dilg a 856-page volume, The Ogord Companion'to the Mind,edired byRichard L. Gregory Q987),that contains l00l entries, some of which are brief
statements and others entire essays. In addition, there are texts for classroom
teachers, like T e a c hi ng for T hi nki n g by Rarhs, er.al. ( I 9 g7).
Neither is our fascination with the human mind and its nature new. The veracity
of this statement demands only a cursory search of the literature which reveali,
among other names, those of Socrates (470 B.C.), Dewey (1910), Keyson
( 1926), Judd ( I 936), Bartlett ( I 958), Bruner ( l96l ), and Stemberg ( í9S6). fheprolificacy of literature offers knowledge, theory and justificatiãn of therry,
and a challenge.
In the introduction to the secondeditionof reachingforThinking,wasserïnann
issues a challenge to the educational community-ãdmonishin! professors in
teacher training programs to help develop competence in teaãtring thinkinþ(Rathset.al., 1986).InthesearchforthereiponsJtothequestionof ñhatneeds
to be.done, it is first prudent to become familiar with the various pitfalls that
could mean failure both for the teacher ofteachers and the perspective teacher.
sternberg (1987) advances eightfallaciés which he describes as.,insidious and
pemicious" in their effect on the teaching of critical thinking. These fallacies
include:
l. believing that the teacher is responsible for the teaching, while
the student is responsible for the leaming;
2. assuming that the student alone is responsible for critical
thinking;
4l
3. maintaining that the paramount issue is to select the 
conect
program;
4. assuming the existence ofa group ofbinary choices as 
a basis for
program selection;
5. focusing on the importance of the right answer;
6. viewing class discussion as only a means to an end;
7. concluding that mastery learning principles can be applied 
to
critical thinking; and'
8. believing that the goal of the teacher of critical thinking 
courses
is to teach critical thinking'
Although space prohibits a full discussion of each fallacl:et lorth 
bysl".tll*C'
the eighth fallacy Oemands clarification since it,is difficult 
to acce-ry-l::as a
failacv. Stemberg,s.-pl;;;;;;'.iitre eighth faltacy encompasses principles
;ifti;å;;i'äå;,;iii;;""..' ã"¿ tn. íntit .tit'.,od of a transfer of a skill to
a new siruarion *t,"n tr.,""prîi"rri", pr"urem solving has been 
provided by the
teacher. Sternberg contends that in a ôourse on critical 
thinking' the teacher can
only provide the optimal londitions and opportunities to allow 
each student to
;il"t* methods'of problem finding and problem solving'
To avoid the fallacies which Sternberg has placed on the 
path to succe'ssful
rcaching of crirical ,hi"ki;;';k,iir;i;;"?t"r that instructors of teacher 
training
courses need more th;;^-"p;i;; in the various domains of academic disci-
plines. A teacher at any eJilcational level must examine his 
or her own self-
image and tt" 
"nu,.onrn""ìì-io. 
i"urning thatlre creates. Educators need to
ä;;^i; the status of leamers, risk-takers' and stimulators'
Maintainingthestatusofleamertendstoshieldtheeducatoragainstrigidity,
crusading for the one correct answer to a problem' searching 
for the one
program for teaching 
";;;i;hì;ting' or employing 
discussion'as merelv a
means ro an end, .utt 
". 
t'nà'i un 
"nJ 
ií'itr"ft. Ànottt"i desirable characteristic
iã U" nunut"¿ by the educator is that of risk-taking'
Critical thinking demands the willingness to take a chance' 
to do what we ask
of the student, ro rt ur" äiå;¿;;h;üfi,his is a threat to the importance we 
place
on credir for in¿iui¿uur äïuriìä irrìil ""rr"ud" as we solve 
problems, running
the risk of an error in the process and the need for "fix-up" strategies' 
The
reacher of teachers n..ir,o'run the risk olrelinquishingtheauthority.f:l:t^":
i" ¿-å""ráp 
"*t ",., 
*t'o uiã also willing to relinquish authority' Hypothestzers
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need not only associated knowledge and information, but an atmosphere which
welcomes and encourages risk-taking, acceptance of error and the mess thatproductive, creative thinking often generates. wasserman ( 19g7) describes this
"mess" in terms of "healthy skepticism, controversy, and uncomfortable
questions" from students.
The simulation of a process has been used with success by space scientists, and
to a great extent by proponents of artificiar intelrigence. îhèrefore, if prospec-
tive teache,rs are expected to,concommitantly teaõh criticar thinking siills an¿
content subjects, they must be afforded the opportunity to leam iñ this same
way' In other words, if teachers are expected to formllate questions which
challenge thought processes, they must be asked question, *tri.t chalrenge
their thought processes. If they are expected to teaóh pupils to become aware
and to question their metacognitive sirategies, ttrey must become aware and
able to question their own metacognitive strategies. If they are to hàlp pupits
leam to acquire knowledge through thinking aia tearning to create 
"-""p-tional frameworks, they must learn by example, experiencã and practice to do
the same. A lecture on teaching critiðal thinking iino more effective than anisolated study skills course, disassociated from-immediate functional use in
conjunction with an academic subject, is to a high school pupil.
If "think-ing goes to post-secondary school," it is at least out of the gate and withplenty of support, on the road to primary, elementary, junior anã'senior high
schools.
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MY PROBLEM IS..PROBLEM SOLVING, CRITICALTHINKING, AND EVERYDÀY iIFE
Slawomir Grzelkowski and Mark Hineline
The title of our discussion, ..My problem, 
^Ig..;,., is, lirerally, an ellipticalsraremenr. As such itdefines. in ine wor¿s ãr¡"¡," ö;;;;.;T;"d.rf.rinur.siruarion. Note rhar it is ellipticar ;;.;h'är. Nor onry does rhe eilipsis irserfsuggesr an incomprefe statement of u p-ui.r, but fhe anrecedent of thepronoun "my" is equally undefined. S';fã.á we can progress ro a sertledstatement of a problem, we must decide whose problem it is.
Elsewhere, we have argued that programs designed to teach critical thinkingmust begin with a nrobrem chosen tv rn" r*¿;"r (crr"rk;*;ïi'änin"rin",1988 )' lt is not our purpose to reargue ih is position here, orher thán ,ãrr,ä* *nysrudenr-generared orobrem, 
.un b". h;i;;l';;;..hing straregies. The essenceofthiscanbeboireådowntoanoftentout"¿üuilittt"understoodwo 
rd:context.we shalr define conrexr here as rh.-ü;iir;f 
" 
probrem rha'ransform it fioma simple calcuration into a compre* ¿""ision. context is the source of themavbes, if, ands, and buts of rear-rife trobi"äiìiu, u." ,." 
"r,ài .r.ir.ião u*u,from their pedagogical .ounr".pà*ri
f.:tited' it is not 9ur purpose ro reargue rhar posirion here, in addition ro ourown paper' a succincr.accounr of it"can be iound in Robert i. ii".n¡".g,,"Teaching criticar rhinking: e." w"'l¿äiig criticat Mistakes,, (r9s5).Rather' ir is our inrerest to shJw how ;;;;iil;"" gone furrher. As ro rhe firsrof these points, the provision or.onr""ii,äîá'uinuut counrerparr of srudent_generared problems in ou¡ TechnolgeV arr"rrr"nt Activity (TAA), which wedeveloped for the Maine sun-'-". tíåà"iir* i"rri*re in rhe summer of l 9g6.
our purpose for outting students through TAA was to provide an activitythrough which thåv courd synther;;;h;^i#res, reading, discussions, anddiscrere acti vi ties of a freshman-reu.r i ni.r¿ìr.iit ;nury course of,ferins, ..Soci-ety and Technology." T{f emntor.¿ ,"Ë püyire ui 
"ìrî,r¿.ïo.,*Tf à.,.0out predetermined roles as.a_way or getting ,thä,n ,o ¿"u1, for two weeks, andll.,ror" derth., with a sociar p;äbr#;i';'i.ir,norogi"ur narure. where werntervened in this procesr, r" âid.o, in pà.t, 
-ráJn"r"ur" 
the complexitv of theproblem and rhe inours ro irs sorurion. ñri,täi.r*rion of the probrèms rorTAA was reft solerv in the students;nã;t. î¡" t¡u. probrems they chose roil].]:_ .":ig.ain, diug testing, fundi";;¡ïr;;"nersy research, and manda_tory seat beìts-were their p.oblem.. Ãi 
"iìrr" p.ulems were_and are_real
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life problems, each with a wealth of "context" that were available to be
discovered bY the ParticiPants.
OurexperiencewithTAAshowed,amongotherthings'thatstudentswere
*tirn"à with what we felt to be too-simple solutions to their problems. Given
the need for closure in a two-week instifute, the students had to be satisfied-
there was little time for recasting of problems. And sometimes they ignored
;t;;;";i;;rext, as when one ficilitàtor at rhe insriture attempted to confuse
ihe students'fusion energy recommendations by introducing anad hominem
;õ;";, about Lyndonïarouche and his Fusion Energy Foundation' The
participants did not bite at this.
Nevertheless, the participants did go through a process of decision-making
gìu"l*ut*.iál of tireir own mating. This, wè slggesr is preferable.to working
ãn u ti"¿ of problem that is no one;s problem. "No one's problem" is meant to
p.""iã"ï.Ënearsal of formal probiem solving' The same sort 
-of.learning
ã*p"ri"n"" can be found in a genuine, student-generated problem' Inhis book'
iirnty Yor're Joking, Mr.-Feynman, the late physicist Richard Feynman
iá"",ii"¿ a particula;ly egregióus case of "no one's problem" in a math text
iF;t;";, iss+). tn the cãseîe cited, students were given the temperatures of
ìtaiA and star B, then asked to add the temperatures together' No one, Feynman
pointed out, adds star temperatures'. Itls no one's problem' Even where
problems attempt to recreaie a genuine human activity' such.problems are
iypi*ffy resolvåd through trial ind enor'.There are many problems that are
,äior""å in just this fnínn".-p.oblems in which the collecrion of data is
àiiricutt o.l-possible, and rhe aþplication of such informarion will not decide
the matter, anyway'
This,wepropose,istheresultofskimmingoffcontext:simplifyingtheleaming
pto""tt üy äiuor"ing content from proðess' Whereas' in most pedagogical
ii*i""r, opportunñies to teach p.oc"ss are.lost in overattention to content
ittt" rr"-å.ätion of materials), th" t"u"tt" is often the case when teaching
mathematics. It is thought that, ;hen teaching the process of problem solving
tftràugft logical/matheñratical modeling, any old content will do' The result
may iell U"e tnat many student, 
"o*" 
to see logico/mathematical models as
inapplicable to any problem they have faced or will face at a future time'
Nevertheless,logico/mathematical modeling of problems is.bothpossible and
useful. The engineer models the stresses on an airfoil to decide whether it will
;;pp; an airäaft; the businessman models demand for a commodity before
ptãp".i"g a price for it. Through a largely intuitive' but otherwise uninformed'
ir"i"r, ie'model our daily-activiiies on a quantirative analysis of time
ãuuif uUf" *"ighed against time required to complèrc certain tasks. Our question
b""o,.,"r, wnãt activities can students pursue that might provide useful prob-
lems which can be resolved through mathematical modeling?
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In our experience with the Technology Assessment Activity there were several
opportunities for proposing logico/mathematical models for problem solving.
Because our focus was elsewhere, we overlooked all of them. But that does not
preclude reflecting upon the experience to see where we might have success-
fully provided experience in mathematical problem solving.
A case in point was the seat belt bill. Here, the students proposed a bill to
mandate the use of seat belts in automobiles. The design of the activity was such
that the primary focus for arguments between students about seatbelts was
political and ideological. Had we as teachers been interested in a more
comprehensive learning experience, we might have intervened by suggesting
the use of mathematical-physical model of seatbelts in one of at least twõ ways.
The first of these might have been to Richard weirich's analysis of the physics
of seatbelts as a persuasive argument for mandating the devices (v/eirich,
1989). Specifically, a student might have acted as an ..expert witness" and
demonstrated the efficacy of seatbelts by explaining, in testimony, the physics
of the devices. Another opportunity, and one which clearly presented itself but
was lost, was to encourage a definition of seatbelts in the language of the
proposed legislation. In their draft, the students responsible for the seatbelt bill
merely proposed that driver and passengers in a moving vehicle wear whatever
restraints were provided with the vehicle when it was purchased. But what is
a seatbelt? Will two lengths of hemp rope, knotted when in use, suffice?
weirich's physics provides an analysis from which a useful definition of
"seatbelt" can be derived. In both cases, a seemingly arcane problem ofphysics
grows directly out of a problem proposed by students.
To put it another way, here was an opportunity to take Newton's law, F=ma,
and to integrate it into the students' experience at a point of interest so that the
three terms of the equation, force, mass, and acceleration, have concrete
meanings in relation to a problem that the students are predisposed to resolve.
we do not suggest that such interjection of context into the process of solving
student-generated problems is a simple one. It requires attention to detail, ã
taste for cross-disciplinary communication between teachers from differing
disciplines, an acceptanceof "wasting"of time, andapredisposition forfinding
opportunities forteaching in the most unlikely of places. Most of all, itrequires
that we make the students' problems our problems.
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DEVELOPING CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS IN
THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLASSROOM
Camillo J. Profenno
For the last several years, the Portland Public School system has placed great
emphasis in the curriculum on critical thinking skills. In this paper I shall
describe several activities that I have used to help develop critical thinking
skills and to nurture creative talent in the foreign language-classroom.
To improve and increase both oral and written skills, I have found that one
exercise in particular which has been successful involves the study of a
magazine article.
The piece, entitled La forme d'abord, "Keeping in Shape First and Foremost"
(L'Express: Ainsi Va la France, 1985) tells about the cunent preoccupation
with being physically fit. It describes how a great number of Frenchmen have
changed their lifestyles in search of a healthier body ancl mind set.
The students' task is to read the account and to study the new vocabulary to
resolve any problems that they may have in understanding the selection. A
series of specific questions (based on the text) will be asked such as: "Vy'hat has
changed in the lifestyle of the French people? Give some examples of this new
behavior." (Express, p. 28). Then, the students will be asked to respond to
questions of a general nature in order to elicit personal impressions of the
material read. Two typical questions might be: "Is it important for you to feel
well? When you are not in shape, what do you do to remedy the situation?"
(Express, p. 28).
The third step in this process is to divide the class into groups of 3 or 4. The
students will be presented a situation such as: "One member of the group
decides to take a less paying job, one which gives him or her more free time to
participate in a relaxing activity or hobby (Express, p 28). Each member of the
group then gives his or her advice concerning this decision and explains why,
using specific examples. This lesson helps the students to develop their creative
thinking ability beyond the simple question and answer drill. At the same time
they are encouraged to use the new vocabulary and idioms in a personal way
which improves their spoken French and allows them to draw upon their own
experiences and interests.
The final step, in this lesson, is to have the students write a composition based
on the article and its related vocabulary. The topic of the writing sample may
be to "describe one of the most evident changes in behavior in your country"
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(Express, p. 28). This exercise represents the logical conclusion in 
a series of
steps that have attempt"dil;;iJJ it'" 'p"uÈing and writing 
skills of the
student.
To improve the reading ability of the student' I have introduced 
a reading
comDrehension 
"""t""Ë ;;;ã ;; Bu""u'' -Tu*onomy' 
This unit 
^of 
study
.oni"rn, a classificati"""iyü"' a-9""rgq:d by Banétt for assess'ing 
and
teaching reading .otpttfttiti"n skills' This as*isnment is intended 
to help
südents look at differenianswers possible over wh"at 
is read and to make more
äï-i¿"ri"ir,ã,trinking that is requiräd by a variety of 
questions'
Thelabelsofthetaxonomyinclude:literal'inferential'evaluation'andappre-
ciation. The literal 
""tptJnä"-ìät 
*Lî*à"it;t the reader to "remember and
recosnize the maln i¿eailnJ details that are stated directly 
by the author'" The
,""o;td lcvel is inr","ntìä'JÃpt"rt"n'ion' Here' the st;dent is expected "to
interpret what the uutiJt rntuit *tt"n he 9{tv suggests but does not 
state
"*u.itu 
whar he wants,h;;J;;;.onctude."rtre thi d level is evaluation' 
The
:Jä;"J';î;;;Ç;k;þdcemenrs based upon the aurhor's tone or purpose;
determining fu.t unO opìiionl evaluating trutú, accuracy 
or validity"'The final
level is appreciarion. rl" i"uä", L askeã to respond emotionally to the theme'
character, or plot, and personal response based on the 
reader's feelings and
opinions" (Banett)'
The following passage is a free translation of an excerpt 
from Emile Zola's
novel, L'Assommoir d" s;b";t' which appears in the Cours Superieur' 
p'
2s6).
L'Assommoir (The Saloon) by Emile-Zola' is a novel about the
ravages or ur"onorl""ün ttt" *á*ing class society' The following
passage ¿"r".iuä''ittääLäirt 
"t an alcoholic' 
coupeau' His wife'
Gervaise, u*u'o t''i' end in the presence of doctors from the
hosPital.
"He sleeps," murmured the chief doctor'
And he showed the face of the man to the others 
present' Coupeau'
his eyelids clot"ö;t ;;iinjuiot*tsttaking movem:"P *h-t:h
pulled at his f"""' ff" *"t ttidãous tobehold' his jaw sticking out'
He looked lik" ãäåã*"n *ho mighthavehadtenible nightmares'
The doctors, ü;*gnoti";Jtti' fi"t' 
'ook 
great interest 1n them
The feet were d"";ì;g lt was useless for Coupeau to sleep because
his feet o"p' 
"'îäî"ätg órtr Their 
boss 
"oold 
tnott: that didn't
matter to them ii""" itt"i 
"ã"tinued.to 
dance at the same pace' They
were mechant;il;;;il;àok their pleasure where they found it'
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Gervaise, having seen the doctors put theirhands on the torso of her
husband, wanted to touch him also. She approached him slowly
and placed her hand on his shoulder. She held it there for a momeni.
My Godl What was happening inside his body? There was dancing
taking place beneath his flesh. The bones even seemed to ¡umplTremors and waves were flowing like a river under his stin. WnËn
she leaned closer to him, she could hear the cries of suffering from
his very marrow. To the naked eye, one could see only little billows
making holes and cavities like on the surface of a whirlwind or an
eddy. Inside his body, however, there must have been one heck of
a devastation going on! What a cursed job! It was the work of a
mole. It was the brandy from the saloon which was now admini_
stering to him these pickaxe blows. His entire body was soaked in
it, and damn it, it was necessary for this work to be completed.
Coupeau's body was trembling now, being reduced to crumts. His
entire carcass was being carried away.
The- doctors had gone. After an hour, Gervaise, having stayed by
his bedside, spoke in a low voice to the intem:
"Sir, Sir, he has died..."
But the intem, who was watching his feet, shook his head. The
naked feet, now sticking out from the bed, were still dancing. They
were not clean feet and had grown rong nails. Severar hou.r fu*"d.Suddenly, his feet became rigid and motionless. Then, thË intem
turned toward Gervaise and said ,.That's it."
Death alone had stopped his feet.
The students are then given a series of questions conceming the extract.
l. Who is in the room with Coupeau?
2. What is his wife's name?
3. What is the role of the doctors in this drama?
4. To which ofour senses does the author call upon?
5. What prevails in the description, tþe psychology or rhe physiol_
ogy?
6. How doesZolagive the impression of theagitation of Coupeau's
entire body?
7. What is there in the descriprion thar is picturesque and biting?
8. How does the author suggest the sudden death oithe alcoholù?
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9. What is the author's attitude toward Coupeau? 
Is he detached or
does he feel anY emotion?
10. Show examples of clinical observation in the 
description'
l1.Inwhat,"n,""-*"saythatthepassageisnaturalistic?
Afteransweringthequestions,thestudentsareasked-toclassifYthe^maccord.
ä;;i; ï;;. iãu"t, år,t","iu^ono*y. For example, the first two questlons 
are
obìiously testing f ltt'uf 
'tàïi'"hension because theY are recalling factual
information. Question foui ivãi't¿ futt into the appreciation 
level of comprehen-
sion because it asks the täiå"ilã Jr"t u p"t'onãl response based 
on his or her
feelings.
The third question requires the student to read between 
the lines in order to find
the answer. Tt 
" 
¿o"to" 
"ä àã no tot" 
for the patient' What is the part that they
olav in this scene? Thi'";;;;i;;.á"mund' that the reader make 
an educated
Ë#,Jilnl ;;ï;h";"ì#;Ë;;ss';i;d:i' is the inrerenriar rever or thinking'
In question nine the students are asked to make 
judgments based upon the
authors attitude toward Coupeau' Is Zola to'" tontttñed with 
the emotion of
the momenr or is he #."tÏäJ,"äJ"'rr''à;.ri"ical physiology" described in
the narrative? This is, 
'î;'f"*";ìu"'tion 
that fitì the evaluation level of
comPrehension.
Categorizing the questions serves a dual purpose' 
The students are not only
discussing an¿ ¿"Uutingiti t";;l,"jrh";ia'sslficutlon tystem but are 
also using
the target language in the process'
The final classroom activity that I shall describe 
in this paper is the o^ralreport'
As a variation to tt'" t"gufä t"*tUoott work' the students 
choose a toplc on an
historical figure, * ;i;';t; musician'.They are then required to 
prepare a
short report, r.orn riuJtä't;;üä¡.t:19:n' in the foreign language' 
The
students may also bring to the class posters' 
prctures' slides and other materials
pertaining to their report'
On the day that the oral presentations "f l^9" given' 
all'students must take
notes in order to guurun,å" that their participatioã 
during the lesson will be as
acrive as possibl". F";;;;àiä, äì-iiJrin*i"r, the students are encouraged 
to
ask each other questrons rägarding their reports' 
These questions may refer to
a srammaticato"t"t.iit"ä'ii'i' gå"tt¡'tontent' In this way 
the students
;å"îiliä;; äì; ;;ì;ä"1igã 
-rll"yr"gge. 
rhis procedure arso increases
their ability to tt'inr t"äiít"Çin ttt" foreign linguage' After all the oral reports
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are completed. a quiz is given to the class in order to evaluate their comprehen_sion of the material covered.
In conclusion, the classroom activities described in this paper provide anexcellent opporrunity ro combine criticar thinking ,nils iiit iríe glJi, .rlearning a foreign language. The students, ultimàtery, are the beneficiaries ofthis approach.
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USING SEAT BELTS TO DEMONSTRATE THE
INTERACTIONS OF SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY AND
SOCIETY
Richard C. Weirich
Whøt is Science, Technology and Society Education, ønd Why Use It?
Citizens of democratic countries must interact responsibly with their govern-
ments. They both make the rules and consequently are subject to them. In
modern societies, citizens are also called upon to make decisions that can have
dramatic effects on a local, national or even global scale. A society requiring
a literate citizenry capable of understanding issues of political, social, and
economic importance must depend greatly on education. With the advent of
technological advances in supercomputers, satellite communication, and
improved marketing and production techniques, the rate of change in today's
world is accelerating. To remain competitive, it is essential for any society to
utilize the present technologies and seek new ones. Also, it is increasingly
difficult for the public to see in advance all the positives and negative effecrs
concealed in a new technology. This leads to the frightening possibility that
decisions of vast importance may be made without a realistic understanding of
the consequences.
Society is affected by, and affects, science and technology. Vaccines, nuclear
power, and computers are but a few of the technological products developed
from scientific research that are commonplace in modem life. The needs of in-
dividuals, organizations, and cultures often determine the direction of science
and technology will take. In the United States, for example, nuclear power is
increasingly unpopular while France becomes ever more dependent on it.
Can electorates be adequately prepared to face such scientifically and techno-
logically intricate problems? If the answer is yes, how is this preparation to be
gained? A reasoning citizen can be produced through involvement in the
scientific processes. Such a person should be aware of gaps in information,
should make inferences from the available information, should distinguish
between fact and opinion, and should be able to analyze one's pathway leading
to an eventual conclusion (Arons, 1984). Arons further believes that a liberal
education is of necessity, as science will not give any set "formulas't for sure
solutions to the problems of society. Understanding the principles of science,
technology and societal (STS) interactions has been proposed as a step toward
helping students form rational decision-making skills based on accepted
knowledge, procedures, and concepts (Harms & Yager, 1981).
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Appropriate science education refers to teaching an understanding.of the
p-."rr", of science as well as it content' These processeq can then be
iransferred and used in a society where citizens constantly face choices
inuotuing new technologies which affect their lives. STS education requires
more than presentation õf scientific concepts, more than understanding of the
applications of these concepts, it requires. student involvement, preferably
nãving the student make a judgment on an issue'
Collaborationamongdisciplinesshouldhelpstudentsgainacompleterefer-
"*" 
of u pu.ticular sãcietai issue and be of valuable assistance in formulating
a rational ãecision-making process. Students would clearly see that scien-ce has
u tot ,o offer in rhe public-dòmain, and, just as importantly, that the pub.lic has
an oUtigation to próvide science and technology with constructive goals' The
closer a student can come to experiencing the total picture of an issue, the
g."ãi".ttr" possibility of that studént having a realistic viewpoint and being able
to function constructively in society.
Ideally,anSTSactivity,lesson,orunitsho¡ldhaveallthreecomponents
(Science, Technology, ánd Society) present' Following is an example of how
STS concepts could be applied to the topic of Seat Belts'
Seat Belts
In Maine, the topic of seat belts is of particular STS value because:
l. Maine citizens pride themselves on their independence' They
cherish the right to decide personal issues for themselves'
2. The seat belt issue goes beyond personal choice' Do individuals
real\zethe pain, anguish and financial burdens they may place on
loved ones througir fäilure to use seat belts? Who makes the
decision whether minors wear seat belts or not? will increased
injury rates and death rates due to the lack of use of seat belts result
in intreased insurance premiums for all drivers? will the state
receive less federal highway funding if seat belt laws are not
enacted or enforced?
3. The technology of seat belt design uses basic physics principles'
ieat belts use ã-penclulum to sense acceleration' The belt and
hamess are designed to stretch to increase the time and distance of
the user's decelération. The belt and hamess are also designed to
keep the pressure on the wearer high enough to slow him/her down'
yetìow ênough to allow minimal injury from the harness'
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4. To understand why seat belts reduce injury requires a working
knowledge of one oi more concepts of physics' These concepts
ì""f"¿", "acceleration, displacemênt' velocity' forces' impulse'
momentum, and energY'
5. Physics concepts are readily applicable to a more recent device
ã"rigí"4 to uid in passenget tár"iy, tttut ofair bags' STS education
strorit¿ provide studentsïith thé scientific background to allow
them to make decisions on issues in the future'
6. Students are forced to make a decision on the issue for them-
selves. The decision is not required to satisfy a school requirement'
it must be made when they riåe a vehicle equipped with a seat belt'
States are receiving pressure from the u.S. Government to enact laws requiring
citizens to wear seat betts. Manf 
"itir"n, 
see such laws as infringements of their
;tú;;á \virt ,o tet ttre ctroice of using seat belts be an individual decision'
A scientific inuertlgation áiit e pt ysicsirinciples involved should leave little
doubt conceming the 
""i;; ;i uting t"ät belis' 
During a collison' seat belts
stretch, which gives u p",,on an inðreased "stopping time" compared to ^the
time it takes a dashboard or steering wheel to stop the per,sgn' This 
inc¡ease tn
stopping time is inversely related tã the average force of impact' A five-fold
increase in the stopping íime results in an average impactro be. reduced by a
factor of live. Literature and films of which *ort uie-geu,.d for driver education
p.ãÀ."-r-¡r, u."."aAlty aãuptuUt" to the science clãssroom, and are available
i-ñ ,n" state and fedeial Dêpartments of Transportation'
The book Physics and Automobite Safety Belrs (DOT' 1977)' has numerous
mathematicalcrash-relatedproblems;recommendeddemonstrations;labora-
;;';ñ;;ilents; and ã;o?"t tesis in which dummies were invovled in
crashes both with and without seatbelts. The material ranges frombasic 
notions
of acceleration to tno."- 
"ãÀplex concepts about 
energy and vecJors' The
info.nràtion includes facts thaì woutd be difficult to obtain in the classroom'
r'uJ 
"t'ift" stopping 
times of the dummies at various speeds'
By knowing the stopping times, the average deceleration of a dummy can 
be
calculated uring .onrtå,it u"t"t"'utlon eqriations' This deceleration could be
;;;;;; to thã acceler;iil;¡ gravity which wourd indicate the number of;;';5;;how many timeì Àn"'s no.mut *"ight one would experience in a rapid
stop. Comparironr.un ul,o be made equatìng various vehicle speeds to free-
falling from diff'erenct treijfrts' Graphs ãfputi"ng"t uelocity v.s' tr:n: during a
collision are shown. ThesJmake an excellent p.uitical example of the graphi-
cal interpretaion, a, it enaules one to find the instantaneous deceleration 
which
may be many times greater than its average acceleration' The message is
p".io."f-."ät belts -.ini.i'" harm to those wearing them-as well as
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social--the use of seat belts saves a natural resource: 
people-and economic-
ä"àì."r und in.utunt" bills are reduced'
While the above paragraph focused on the 
morion ( kinematics) during a crash'
the cause of motion ,dtä;iäì;tît'tåui 
:'tttt".ol a working 5:::':'11: 
t
physicar raws. Again, ;; i';;**s lT,::"^lä,iflrïJ:"{=i Jåi^ï
'rltuutions. the equation' impulse=change ln mon
can be used to d.t.*in"'iiä;;;;;;;itt iËl' on a Þerson ora 
given mass (m)'
sropping from a given 
""ìätitvi"f 
rhis force tun bt to*pured to the person's
weight. which emphasizes ihe severe slress a 
body undergoes during a
Demonstrations on the topic of ::."t,b:ll :ilt-:l """ range 
from simple' to
soohisticated. A teacher tãï:'t'u'tl" a laboratory cart canying 
clay dummtes'
one dummv is attached;;ä"";;;;; a rubber'tand 
"seaibelt" and thus will
stav with the cart, thil";;";;h"t'unt"tituin"¿ dummv 
would be subject to the
taw of inertia and will 
";;.il;. ;r.,ui.u.rtut. 
ties in lront of the crash site'
More elaborat" it u O"-åï'ttation known as. the 
"Convincer"; an automobile
searrharis invoru"¿ i'u,îääîiîtöur"r *riding down an incline' 
This portable
demonstration i' uuulu'ütäî'Jã;;ü and oiher public activities 
in Maine
through the Maine Higitiîy S^"f"ilð"t*ission in Àugusta' 
Maine' A number
of meãsuremenrs can b. ,;i;"-;; å.ì.rn1in. the soeed ãf i^pu.t 
of students as
rhey ride the sled *t"'i;;';;;ttñt to*u'¿ the at'upt colliiion 
at about 5 to 7
moh. Manv students J'ï";i;;;t'tîäitì* "r 'he impact 
and admit thev are
inäeed "convinced"'
Another activity demonstrating how increasing 
sneed at the time ol impact can
reduce the average tbrcJäipî;:;;!la is p tt'ro* ä raw 
ess into a sheet held bv
;;ï*Ñr.oñ'*rtv'i'"*á'n;tu'"'tn":Slïl;#åi;::Hi:.ff :tii;
tn" J""t in"t"ases the time of the stop' compare<
Another explanation tt ï;; tïáiîårit sÍ;tch under stress and 
increase the
,i"ppi"er',Ll':,::::gf"kii*îF"î'"'lJ[:ilï:ä::iÏ,',ï':':Ïi::
'å:::?:iåiï:!rioäi,'iöö;H.ä^*i:.:1,::'i'*J,:;n',î:î*"*
students can estimate- it'"'lîitut t'u't'. uètoäitv in which they 
could
successfully uuoi¿ ti,"..rïionJ;"årìlrlon *itt"I ttt" 
inside of the car dashboard
or steering wheel by 
"öitt"it á""s as a 
brace' The scale can be used to
determine their weigniì'rl;";;;;i;;t p:Ìh their arms can produce 
from a
sitting positio" Tht p;il;i""t trit ft*t of the collision' Time is 
given' mass
is derermined ro, tn.,TÌåi"g;;ï;;,,-'c; as the onlv unknown. Tvpicar 
values
for the maximum 
""';öi;i;îit äit titt"i"t 
ui u u'ut" are between I and
collision.
4 mph.
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Summary
Science principles and processes can be used to show that not wearing seat belts
has more negative than positive aspects. Whether or not to "buckle up" is a
choice to be dealt with on an individual basis although many states already have
laws requiring the use of the seat belts. Certain issues dealing with current
science are decided through the process of voting. For citizens to deal
successfully with such decisions requires them to have a basic understanding
of the facts and principles involved. Education utilizing STS interactions is
designed to enable students to formulate rational decision-making skills,
applicable to future issues of unpredictable nature.
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